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All questions regarding the call and the topics published can be addressed to: 
 
Info-Call-CFP-2017-01@cleansky.eu  
 
Questions received until 28th April 2017 will be answered after analysis and published in Q&A when 
appropriate. In total, three publications of Q/As are foreseen: 
 
A first Q/A document was released on 16th March 2017. 
A second version of the Q/A document was released on 12th April 2017. 
A third and final version of the Q/A document is released on 19th May 2017. 
 
As stated in the call, all interested parties are recommended to consult periodically the Clean Sky JU 
website and the Participant Portal of the European Commission for updates to this document and 
any corresponding updates to the call. 

mailto:Info-Call-CFP-2017-01@cleansky.eu
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A. ADMINISTRATIVE QUESTIONS 

 

# Question / Answer 

1* Can a Swiss entity participate to the JU Calls? If yes, under which conditions? 

The CSJU applies the H2020 rules and guidance provided by the European Commission, as from 1 

January 2017 Switzerland is an Associated Country in relation to all parts of H2020. See 

http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/h2020/other/hi/h2020-hi-swiss-part_en.pdf.  

2* Could you summarize the main differences between Research and Innovation Actions (RIA) and 

Innovation Actions (IA)? 

The Calls launched by the JU follows the H2020 definitions of RIA and IA. Such definitions are 

available on the EC Participant Portal. 

3* Each call for proposal text reports “indicative funding topic value in k€”. Even if it has been 

clarified that this is an indicative value it is important to know the Leader’s cost estimation. 

Should the topic funding or the topic value (the double of the topic funding) be considered as the 

reference? If the topic value has to be considered as a reference, does it refer to eligible cost or 

cost including actual indirect costs?  

The proposal’s requested funding, and the proposal’s total [eligible] costs are not an eligibility 

criterion, there is no maximum JU funding per topic. However the evaluation will consider the 

efficiency and adequacy of the resources and hence budget allocated to the proposal. Applicants 

should ensure that their resource and budget estimations are duly justified and explained, and be 

able to clearly explain any material difference when compared to the indicative topic value. The 

topic indicative funding value has been estimated based on the best estimate of the related total 

eligible costs.  

4 How will “value for money” be assessed in this call for IA and for RIA? 

When assessing the value for money, applicants should consider the following: 

• The indicative topic funding value provided in the Call is an estimate 

• Applicants must address the scope of the topic in full and submit with their proposal both 

requested funding and the total eligible costs  

• Applicants’ resource requirements for the proposed activity, should be detailed with due 

justifications and explanations (see Part B.I. - Work Package Effort) 

• The applicant’s total eligible costs of their proposal will be considered for the evaluation of the 

Adequacy & Efficiency of the allocation of resources 

Regarding the Adequacy & Efficiency of the allocation of resources, the following aspects should be 

taken into consideration: 

• The adequacy & efficiency of the allocation of resources should be based on the total eligible 

costs of the proposal  

• No ceiling shall apply 

• The proposal should contain due justification of any exceedance of the “Gross budget”, which 

should be estimated as follows: 

o For RIAs: 

http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/h2020/other/hi/h2020-hi-swiss-part_en.pdf
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# Question / Answer 

‒ Merit of the proposal wrt resource requirements stated for the technical content, in 

light of topic 

‒ Total Eligible Cost should be compared to the 100/100 * the indicative funding set 

for the topic as “Gross Budget” 

o For IAs: 

‒ Merit of the proposal wrt resource requirements stated for the technical content, in 

light of topic 

Total Eligible Cost should be compared to the 100/70 * the indicative funding set for the topic as 

“Gross Budget”. 

Please also refer to the material provided at Info Day dedicated to this Call, available on the Clean 

Sky website.  

5 One of the novelties in H2020 regards the Guarantee Fund: 5% of the maximum grant amount is 

retained from JU grant value in order to better protect the action from financial risks  associated 

to the implementation of the action. This is a new “instrument” in Clean Sky. Will this 5% be 

released? 

According to H2020 rule and the model GA (Article 21.2) an amount corresponding to 5% of the 

maximum grant amount (see Article 5.1), is retained by the JU from the pre-financing payment and 

transferred into the ‘Guarantee Fund’. According to Article 21.4 of the model GA, the 5% will be 

released at the moment of the payment of the balance. 

6 Regarding the eligibility for applying in the Call, can monobeneficiaries apply?  

Yes, the Calls for Proposals launched by the CSJU are covered by a derogation from the H2020 rules 

for participation with regard to the eligibility and minimum number of participants. The following 

entities are eligible to apply (see General Annexes of the JU Work Plan): 

 One single legal entity (SME, large industry, RO, Academia etc.) or  

 Consortia of legal entities  

 Clusters (applying as single legal entity – if with a valid PIC - or via the linked third parties option) 

7 Eligibility: Third country participation: what about Ukraine and Canada? 

Ukraine is an Country Associated to the H2020 thus the entities established in Ukraine are eligible in 

terms of participation and EU funding. 

 

Canada is a Third Country. Third Countries participation is subject to H2020 rules, legal entities 

established in a third country (not a Members State of the EU, neither a country associated to 

H2020) may apply to participate in an action, however the JU funding may be awarded only when: 

 the JU funding is evaluated as “essential” for the action or 

 existing bilateral agreement between the EU and the third country. Note: such an agreement 

may constitute a basis only if it envisages specifically the funding of the third country entities 

under the calls launched by the JU.  

 The funding of a specific third country is envisaged in the Work Plan – please refer to the Work 

Plan as published on the EC Participant Portal (Note: the JU Work Plan under which this call is 
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# Question / Answer 

published does not envisage funding to third countries). 

8 How do I declare or define third parties in my application? 

They must be identified in the Part B of the Application/Proposal Template. For the definition of 

third parties please refer to Articles 12 to 14 of the model Grant Agreement. 

9 A company would like to bid in partnership with an existing Clean Sky 2 leader (or an affiliate of 

it). Would you please confirm it is possible to respond this call in partnership with the leader? 

As set out in the special conditions of the General Annexes of the Work Plan, Leaders and/or 

Affiliates to a Leader cannot apply to calls in the same ITD/IADP where they are  Member  in 

whatever form as beneficiary or third party under article 13 of GAM).  

10 Are the costs concerning IPs, publishing and consultancies eligibile?  

With regard to the rules on costss eligibility, please refer to Article 6 of the model Grant Agreement 

(GA) and to the H2020 Annotated Grant Agreement. 

11* Our partner is a small company which can’t afford financing the remaining part of unfunded costs 

(i.e.the remaining 30% of the budget). Is it acceptable if we (large company) finance his unfunded 

part of the budget? 

Every partner in the action shall comply with the co-funding rules under the grant agreement and 

shall cover the costs of the action which are not reimbursed under the applicable funding rate, this 

is necessary to comply with the non-profit rule established in the EU Financial Regulation. The 

financial contribution required to cover the costs of the action not reimbursed by the CSJU is the 

responsibility of the applicants. The partners shall comply with the eligibility rules set out in Article 6 

of the CSJU model grant agreement for Partners. 

12 A company with less than 30 employees and Sales volume & balance sheet  less than 10 MEuro 

per year, is owned 50% by a large company. Is this company SME by EC criteria? 

Please refer to the definition of SMEs under H2020. 

13 Regarding synergies with ESIF, could we propose activities as a synergy with ESIF even in the 

absence of MoU in the pipeline between CSJU and the Region?  

Yes, complementary activities may be proposed also in the absence on an existing MoU between the 

CSJU and the competent Region or Member State. The JU advises to identify in advance the possible 

ESIF funding scheme/call which could support the complementary activity proposed within the 

application under the optional Part C "ESIF WP". The CSJU advised also at general level to inform the 

competent Region/Member States and ESIF Managing Authority of the possibility offered by the 

CSJU to cooperate on synergies which could facilitate a framework for cooperation. 

 

Please refer to the guidance note on how to submit ESIF WPs which was published as part of the Call 

for Proposal package. 

14 Regarding interdependencies between CS2 and ESIF, what happens when one Work Package is 

financed by JU and the other by ESIF but the 1st WP failed to be funded? And vice versa.  

http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/h2020/grants_manual/amga/h2020-amga_en.pdf
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# Question / Answer 

The JU will not evaluate and make any statement on synergies potential on proposals other than 

those top-ranked and pre-selected for JU funding [subject to successful grant implementation]. 

With regards to the applicants’ proposals against the topic, these must include all actions necessary 

to fully comply with the topic inside the “core proposal” [Parts A and B]. Any proposed 

complementary activity must not be essential or cirtical to the fulfilment of the topic requirements, 

and may only concern further expansion / broadening / deepening of the R&I actions beyond the 

core scope of the published  topic. Hence no interdependency will exist which may hamper the 

fulfilment of the topic activities.  

15 Regarding the Financial Viability Check (FVC), what is the basis on which this check is performed? 

The FVC is based on the last audited balance sheet of the Coordinator of the proposal. Please 

consult the H2020 rules and guidance under: 

http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/h2020/grants_manual/lev/h2020-guide-

lev_en.pdf  

16* Through the guidance materials published on the participant portal, we understood that we could 

decide either to join the existing Consortium Agreement (CA) of the ITD/IADP where we wish to 

be involved or to proceed with an Implementation Agreement only with the Topic Manager. How 

do we decide what direction to take? And if acceding to an existing CA of the ITD/IADP, do we still 

need an internal CA? Could you please clarify? 

The option of either acceding to the ITD/IADP CA or to sign a bilateral Implementation Agreement is 

decided by the Topic Manager. The Call text document available on the Participant Portal provides 

this information and in case of doubts or update, the Topic Manager will clarify this aspect with the 

selected applicants at the start of the Grant Preparation Phase.  

17* 

 

Regarding the transfer of ownership to an affiliated entity, is it possible in the case of an affiliated 

entity located outside Europe?  

According to the model Grant Agreement rules, a prior notification for approval will be required to 

the be issued to the JU for any transfer of ownership to third parties established outside EU MS or 

H2020 Associated Countries. The JU will assess the case in terms of any impact on the European 

competitiveness. 

18* 

 

Could you please clarify whether there is a max. budget per project for the Clean Sky calls for 

proposals? 

There is no maximum budget per project as such. Please also refer to above Question nr. 3. 

19* 

 

The Call topic description include a section named “Special skills, Capabilities, Certification 

expected from the Applicant(s)”. Are these skills considered by the evaluators as an eligibility 

criteria? Could any entity or consortium succeed even if one of the expected skills is not proven? 

The topics describe the requirements to which applicants need to respond. These can include 

specific skills, capabilities and certifications. The proposals will be evaluated by the independent 

experts based on their compliance with the requirements under the topics and clear demonstration 

thereof in the proposal. More information about the scoring of proposals are available in the 

General Annexes of the Clean Sky 2 JU Work Plan. 

http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/h2020/grants_manual/lev/h2020-guide-lev_en.pdf
http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/h2020/grants_manual/lev/h2020-guide-lev_en.pdf
http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/h2020/other/wp/jtis/h2020-wp1617-cleansky_en.pdf
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# Question / Answer 

20 

 

If some activities of the call (e.g. laboratory tests; mechanical pieces or specimen manufacturing; 

cable assemblies, electronics boards) are subcontracted / bought like a service from a third party 

not member of the consortium applying to the Call topic, does this element need to be specified in 

the proposal e.g. citing the name of the company to which the specific service will be 

subcontracted? 

Applicant cannot subcontract any activity identified as a core activity in the topic description. For 

further information on subcontracting versus other direct costs (e.g. service), please refer to the 

H2020 Annotated Grant Agreement. 

Where activities are eligible for subcontracting, applicants must detail these activities and related 

costs in the proposal – to this aim, Part B.I includes a section dedicated to subcontracting (content, 

duration and estimated budget). Where identified, the potential subcontractor should be 

mentioned with a justification of the subcontractor choice in terms of compliance with the GA rules 

on sub-contracting.  

21* How can we prevent that our IP disclosed in the proposal ends up at the competition? 

§4.1.2 of the “Rules for submission, evaluation, selection, award and review procedures of Calls 

for Proposals” specifies that the independent evaluators must not have a relation with the 

applicant or topic manager. However, the same document does not prevent evaluators with a 

relation with the competitors of the applicant to evaluate the proposals. A proposal contains 

valuable industrial and commercial information and we would like to prevent this to be seen by 

any potential competitor, even under NDA. 

The CSJU Rules for submission, evaluation, selection and review procedures of calls for proposals 

specify that the evaluation of the proposals is performed exclusively by independent experts. 

In accordance with such rules and established practice in FP7 and H2020, the independent experts 

are selected from the H2020 experts database and are appointed by the CSJU on the basis of the 

H2020 experts model contract. This contract includes specific rules on conflicts of interest, 

confidentiality regime and lay down a code of conduct to be respected by the independent experts. 

Under such rules, the independent experts are bound to declare any potential conflict of interest 

they may have in relation to the proposals and any entity participating in the proposal and to 

maintain the strict confidentiality of the proposals, of its content and any other information to 

which they had access during all the stages of the evaluation process. This confidentiality regime 

applies also after the end of the evaluation process. 

22 How do I get a PIC number? 

We invite applicants to refer to the EC Participant Portal. Under “How to participate” applicants will 

find all necessary information how to register and to receive a Participant Identification Code (PIC). 

23 What is part of the direct personnel cost to be taken into account for calculating the eligible cost? 

The personnel cost consists of many segments, including taxes, commuting compensation and 

remunerations in the form of meal checks, company car, stock options, etc. Additionally these 

segments are different from one country to another (e.g. taxes). What should we take into 

account. 

http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/h2020/grants_manual/amga/h2020-amga_en.pdf
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# Question / Answer 

As mentioned in art. 6.2 of the model GA, under section A. Direct Personnel costs: 

“A.1 Personnel costs are eligible, if they are related to personnel working for the beneficiary under an 

employment contract (or equivalent appointing act) and assigned to the action (‘costs for employees 

(or equivalent)’). 

They must be limited to salaries (including during parental leave), social security contributions, taxes 

and other costs included in the remuneration, if they arise from national law or the employment 

contract (or equivalent appointing act).  

Beneficiaries that are non-profit legal entities may also declare as personnel costs additional 

remuneration for personnel assigned to the action (including payments on the basis of 

supplementary contracts regardless of their nature), if:  

a) it is part of the beneficiary’s usual remuneration practices and is paid in a consistent manner 

whenever the same kind of work or expertise is required; 

b) the criteria used to calculate the supplementary payments are objective and generally 

applied by the beneficiary, regardless of the source of funding used.“ 

For more details, please refer to the Annotated Model Grant Agreement (page 43-45 in version 2.0.1 

of 12 May 2015), especially for the distinction between basic remuneration, complement and 

additional remuneration: 

http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/h2020/grants_manual/amga/h2020-

amga_en.pdf 

24 Does a weak financial capacity of one partner within the consortium influence the chances for 

success of a proposal if the coordinator demonstrates sufficient financial capacity, the 

contribution of the weak partner is relatively small and there is a derisking plan defined for the 

case the partner has to withdraw? 

Startups will score weak on the financial self-check and may have negative financial figures for 

several years. Nevertheless, they may deliver nice innovations from which the aeronautics 

industry may take benefit. The business created within the aeronautics market and the spill over 

into other markets will help the startup to grow out of its red figures faster. As an applicant it is 

hard to judge whether supporting such startups would be appreciated by the JU as a way of 

increasing European competitiveness through innovation or as containing too much risk. 

The JU will perform the financial viability check for the Coordinator of the Consortium only and if the 

requested JU contribution for the action is >= 500.000 €.  

In other cases (i.e. for entities that are not coordinators or for coordinators where the requested EU 

funding is below the threshold), the financial viability will be checked only if there are justified 

grounds to doubt it.   

It is for the Consortium to analyze its strategy in terms of participation, capabilities brought to the 

proposal etc. and provide the JU with the right level of information in order to correctly evaluate the 

proposal. 

Please refer to the H2020 Guide on beneficiary registration, validation and financial viability check 

(pp. 12-14) for more information: 

http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/h2020/grants_manual/lev/h2020-guide-

http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/h2020/grants_manual/amga/h2020-amga_en.pdf
http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/h2020/grants_manual/amga/h2020-amga_en.pdf
http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/h2020/grants_manual/lev/h2020-guide-lev_en.pdf
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# Question / Answer 

lev_en.pdf 

25* Can we take a partner into our consortium that has been selected as a Core Partner, but not yet 

signed the Grant Agreement at the time of publication of the Call for proposal (and thus not been 

involved in the preparation of this call)? 

Legal entities (single or members of consortia or clusters) which were selected by the JU as Core 

Partner in an certain ITD/IADP are not admissible eligible to apply to a call for proposal on topics of 

the same ITD/IADP after accession. This is based on the admissibility rules laid down in the General 

Annexes of the Work Plan which constitutes special conditions under H2020. The non admissibility 

will become effective from the notification date of their selection and appointment and shall be 

understood to be the date of the information letter sent by the JU to the selected Core Partner 

coordinator unless in the negotiation phase the candidate Core Partner was withdrawn based on a 

failed negotiation. 

26 Can applicant(s) envisage the involvement of a Clean Sky member as subcontractor for part of the 

activities if the organisation is the most experience in the field? Are there any limitations to do 

so? What has to be regarded additionally? 

Please refer to above Question nr. 20 (subcontracting).  

27 If more than one constellation with different partners, subcontractors and work shares is feasible, 

can applicant(s) prepare and submit several proposals against the same topic? 

Please refer to the applicable rules as set out in the General Annexes of the Clean Sky 2 JU Work 

Plan and in the Clean Sky 2 Rules for submission, evaluation, selection, award and review 

procedures of calls for proposals (available on the Participant Portal).  

For further information on subcontracting versus other direct costs (e.g. service), please refer to the 

above Question nr. 20. 

28 Considering all requirements of the call topic, the costs might exceed considerably the indicative 

funding topic value. Is it possible to offer two options i.e. one within the budget concentrating of 

the basic research topics and another including all features? 

Please refer to above Questions nr. 3-4 concerning the “indicative funding value” and “value for 

money”, and to the rules on the submission and evaluation process as described in the Clean Sky 2 

Rules for submission, evaluation, selection, award and review procedures of calls for proposals 

(available on the Participant Portal). 

http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/h2020/grants_manual/lev/h2020-guide-lev_en.pdf
http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/h2020/other/wp/jtis/h2020-wp1617-cleansky_en.pdf
http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/h2020/other/wp/jtis/h2020-wp1617-cleansky_en.pdf
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B. TECHNICAL QUESTIONS  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Large Passenger Aircraft IADP 

 

Question / Answer 

On Topic: JTI-CS2-2017-CfP06-LPA-01-32 – “Insect contamination investigations and mitigation” 

1 One of the activities included within task 2 is the manufacturing of models for HLFC and NLF. In 

brackets it is written “prio2”. Two comments: 

• It is necessary to know in advance details about models (given by the topic manager) to 

describe  activities in the proposal, and also to budget it. (How big the models have to be? Will 

the topic manager (AIRBUS) provide information for the manufacturing (design already 

established, model in only one material –titanium/corrosion resistant steel)? 

• What does “prio2” mean? 

- Manufacturing of curved test sample for HLFC (priority 1) and NLF (priority 2): this means that 

the focus should be drawn on HLFC. NLF can be addressed optionally if budget permits. 

- The requirements on the curved samples for task 2 are: 

 The size has to be suitable for the wind/ice channel selected by the applicant 

 A simplified aero profile representing a shape of a leading edge has to be used 

 Airbus will provide information about manufacturer of micro-perforated steel or titanium 

sheet material; these micro-perforated sheets needs subsequently be formed and 

integrated into a model by the applicant 

 At the current state the outer skin of a laminar leading edge can be made of steel or 

titanium depending on considered load cases and manufacturing concepts 

2 Two comments concerning Task 3: 

• Similar questions to those performed in task 2, but in this case related to HLFC and NLF 

samples (size, geometry, will the samples be provided by TM?, etc.)”. 

• What is the difference between “realistic environment conditions test” and “Flight test”?  

- The size and geometry of curved test samples depend on the test surrounding (e.g. type of 

aircraft considered) 

- The demonstration need is to be able to represent/simulate complex conditions given within a 

realistic environment of a flying leading edges such as: 

 natural distribution of different insect species and insects sizes occurring in realistic 

environment 

 influence of aerodynamic conditions of different phases of flight during insect impact 

 variations of temperature, wind, humidity, rain and influence of rain and sand erosion on 

insect impact and insect adhesion during flight cycle (reference: Kok M, et al (2015) Critical 

considerations in the mitigation of insect residue contamination on aircraft surfaces – A 

review. Prog Aerosp Sci 75: 1-14) 
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Question / Answer 

If the applicant can demonstrate that other suitable tests would be representative of the above 

conditions, flight test may not be necessary.  

3 a) What are the diameter and the shape of the holes of the HLFC micro-perforated metallic 

foils? 

b) What are the density of holes and/or the minimal & maximal distances between two holes 

of the HLFC micro-perforated metallic foils?  

c) What is the dimension of the span chord of a" realistic/representative A/C leading edge"? 

d) What are the air suction conditions if any are required for tests? 

e) What are the "pressure loss chracteristics through micro-perforated surfaces defined by 

aerodynamic"? 

f) Which standards are to be applied about "the durability tests with regards to rain and sand 

erosion resistance, resistance to QUV and to common aircraft liquids"? Which common 

aircraft liquids are to be taking account? 

g) What are the "reference surfaces" indicate in the topic? 

h) What kind of parameters have to be measured "for assessment of results shall be further 

developed and defined to find correlations between simulated environments and 

realistic/representative ones"? 

i) In task 3 and further task 4, wind tunnel test results from task 2 must be correlated with a 

“realistic/representative aircraft leading edge environment”. Is there some specific 

requirements in terms of wind speeds, number of insect impacts and density, rain 

characteristics (droplet diameter, concentration), temperatures, …etc, already available or 

does this definition of test conditions (and cycles) be part of the work of the applicant ? 

 a) Conical holes, 40 -100 µm exit diameter, but this will be confirmed by topic manager during 

grant preparation phase. 

b) Holes are in constant distances, pitch 0.5 - 0.8 mm 

c) 600 - 1000 mm 

d) There are relative low air speeds in the holes due to air suction, which should have a negligible 

effect on insect contamination, i.e. air suction could be neglected for the tests. 

e) pressure loss characteristic is in the range of 12 000-18 000 Pa 

f) rain erosion: whirling arm test (ASTM G73) 

sand erosion: ASTM G76-04 (impact angle: 90°/20°, determination of mass loss and 

roughness) 

QUV: ISO 16474-3 (exposure 1000h to QUV lamp B313, cycle: 4h UV exposed (60±2)°C, 4h 

condensed water (50±2)°C) 

aircraft liquids: water; phosphate ester hydraulic fluid type VI A; kerosene; de-icing fluid 

g) HLFC: perforated Titanium sheet 

NLF: Steel sheet or steel foil; standard external aircraft coating (PUR based) 
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Question / Answer 

h) Parameter of tests:  

air speed and air stream conditions, angle of impact, type of insects, air temperature, 

humidity (rain)  

assessment: 

HLFC: amount of insect impacts, amount of blocked holes (correlates to area), height of 

debris, surface properties (roughness, water contact angle, surface energy) 

NLF: determination of volume, height, area of debris (quantitative determination of residues 

might be difficult on curved samples), surface properties (roughness, water contact angle, 

surface energy) 

or comparison of surfaces: 

coating candidates shall always be compared with a reference surface; tests shall allow a 

ranking of surfaces 

i) Details on the specific requirements for a “realistic/representative aircraft leading edge 

environment” are not finally fixed yet and have to be agreed between topic manager and 

applicant. In general typical take-off & landing conditions have to be simulated where the 

highest risk for insect contamination is expected. 

Due to earlier experiences several wind tunnel/flight tests are necessary for statistic relevant 

results. 

On Topic: JTI-CS2-2017-CFP06-LPA-01-33 – “Multi-physics modelling of elementary physical 

phenomena applied to an innovative high temperature engine valve” 

1 We ask for your support to obtain the required clarifications on the following points: 

a) Task1.1: Type of materials involved; 

b) All experimental tests _ Materials: Responsibility for the provision of the test samples 

(material supply and manufacturing); 

c) All experimental tests _ Pressure level: Clarify if the pressure level refers to a pressure 

difference or to homogeneous pressure between both faces of the moving element; 

d) All experimental tests _ Atmospheric conditions: Clarify the expected air conditions at the 

extreme temperature levels (ex.: air rarefaction at sub-zero temperature level; CO2-rich 

heated air at highest temperature level); 

e) Tasks 1.2 and 1.4 _ Outer component: Provide reference values for external diameter 

and/or thickness of the chamber/ duct; 

f) Task1.5: Confirm if the diaphragm could/should be interpreted as a bellow component; 

g) Task 2.1: Confirm the value indicated for the mass flow rate (2 kg/s). 

a) the list of material involved: 

- Aluminum alloy with coating (MAO, Electroless Nickel) 

- Stainless steels (with or without coating [thermal sprayed coating]) 

- Nickel based alloy (with or without coating [thermal sprayed coating]) 

- Graphite 

- Cobalt alloy 
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b) The applicants shall provide samples according the topic manager specifications. 

c) Operating contact pressure in the range of 0.1 MPa to 1 GPa refers to hertzian pressure in the 

contact. 

d) The level expected is sea level conditions for atmospheric conditions. 

e) The reference values are between 2 and 3 mm of thickness. 

f) Yes, we confirm: it is a bellow or plate membrane or simply membrane. 

g) We confirm the value: 2 kg/s maximum value. 

2 Within Task 1.1 it states:  "The Topic Manager uses several material to design valves for Engine 

environment. The first study is dedicated to the experimental characterization of the friction 

coefficients between material. The Topic manager has identified about 10 materials couples to 

charaterize." 

a) Please can you list the identified materials or provide the generic groups of materials 

involved ? I.e. Ceramics, Metals, Composites, Polymers,PTFE as we feel the approach is 

dependent on understanding this. 

b) Please can you confirm the motion expected in the friction contact under test: is it macro 

scale reciprocating sliding or fretting or both? 

Within Task 1.2 it states "The proposed study is to analyse and model the friction effort 

produced by the mechanism composed of : The piston itself, The piston sealing rings,   The 

piston chamber. An experimental test bench shall be used to measure such efforts generated by 

the piston mechanism.” 

c). Can we assume that the Topic leader will provide the complete piston mechanism mentioned 

above? 

Within Task 1.4 it states ” The proposed study is to analyse and model the friction effort 

produced by such mechanism composed of:   The valve butterfly,   The valve body,he valve 

sealing ring.An experimental test bench shall be used to measure such friction efforts generated 

by the butterfly mechanism. " 

d). Can we assume that the Topic leader will provide the complete butterfly valve mechanism 

mentioned above? 

Within Task 1.5 – Diaphragm Mechanical Study it states. "The first challenge is to characterize 

the material used by the Topic manager in term of mechanical properties (structural and 

dynamic). “ 

e) Please can you identify the material/alloy or provide the generic group the material is a type 

of ? 

a) See the list provided to question 1 related to this topic. 
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b) We confirm that both motions shall be tested. 

c) Yes, the topic manager will provide the part of the mechanism or drawings. 

d) See answer above. 

e) The part will be supplied by the topic manager but the material is Kapton (thermo plastic 

sheet). 

On Topic: JTI-CS2-2017-CfP06-LPA-01-34 - “3D printing and harsh environment testing of flow control 

actuators at aircraft scale” 

1 Regarding the “Aircraft scale” – can you provide more specific information on the size of 

actuator system required/geometric constraint? 

The values given in the CfP (Fig1 and Fig2) are indicating the overall dimensions of the actuators. 

The 3D printing volume shall have at least the extension of 300x150X200mm. 

2 Regarding Section 1: “Recently, 3D printing has shown considerable potential to tackle the 

challenge of a quite restricted installation space and geometric complexity of the pulsed jet 

actuators with net mass flux” : 

- Is this work publically available? If so, can you provide a citation for the work? 

Please find some details about the pulsed jet actuators in Fig. 4 & 5 (link below):  

https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Matthias_Bauer5/publications  

3 Are the harsh environmental tests required purely ground tests (in quiescent conditions), or 

also wind tunnel tests (wind-on conditions)? For example, to assess ice will it be necessary to 

have access to an icing tunnel? 

There is no requirement for a wind tunnel or an icing tunnel. The HE tests will be done in 

quiescent conditions. 

4 Can you please confirm that the aerodynamic tests are simply bench/ground tests and not wind 

tunnel tests? 

The aerodynamic tests do not require a wind tunnel. The aim of the aerodynamic tests is to 

measure the speed and uniformity of the jets at the exhaust. For the pulsed jet actuators, it is 

required to measure the speed of the jets with increased time resolution (frequency of the pulsed 

jets will be approx. 60 Hz). 

5 Section 4: incomplete information given on the aerodynamic skills expected of the applicant. 

Please clarify. 

The aerodynamic measurements comprise the measurement of the total pressure inside the 

actuators and of the velocity of the jets at several positions at the actuators exhaust (profile of the 

jet velocity at the exhaust). 

On Topic: JTI-CS2-2017-CFP06-LPA-01-35 - “Innovative compact heat exchangers modelisation & 

characterisation” 

1 Concerning the planned condition tests into Task 5 for validating the CHX. It is possible to realize 

the temperature tests with an ambient air temperature (around 5 and 15°C) and to extrapolate 

the following results with a (CFD) calculation? Do you have information about the pressure drop 

https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Matthias_Bauer5/publications
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of the CHX (according to the flow range: 0.01kg/s;3kg/s) and do you have information about the 

specified pressure which our air generator has to compensate? 

For validation purpose, we expect tests with a delta T between cold and hot inlet of 200°C for 

aluminium CHX, and 400°C for nickel alloy CHX. 

Test Pressure at cold inlet could be around 1 bar abs, and about 3 bar abs for the hot inlet. 

Pressure drop for hot flow will most probably be around a few hundreds of mbar, while it should 

be as low as possible on the cold side (a few tenth of mbar). Maximum mass-flow rate for test can 

be reduced to 1.5 to 2 kg/s. 

2 Is it possible to propose a micro-tube heat exchanger matrix? 

Yes if the design is compliant the pressure drop specification which will be agreed between the 

topic leader and the selected consortium. 

3 The full size of the exchanger is 400 mm*200 mm*1300 mm. This last dimension exceeds the 

maximum size of the qualified AM machines (400mm*350mm*400mm). Should the consortium 

propose solution to assemble the heat exchanger? 

The current biggest ‘one matrix’ CHX used fit inside a 500x300x300 mmm. Assembling matrix 

together to achieve the biggest size is acceptable, however to avoid additional complexity of the 

CFP tasks, the CHX specification agreed with the selected consortium will not be over 

500x300x300 mm in size, and since it is expected at the end of the CFP to have an improved CHX 

compared to today, the topic leader expect that the final product will fits in the sizes the current 

qualified AM machines have. 

4 On the section 4. Special Skills, Capabilities, Certification expected from the applicant, the topic 

clearly asks for a capabilities in «Additive Manufacturing machines to manufacture elementary 

heat exchanger elements and full size heat exchanger (size 400 mm*200 mm*1300 mm) with 

Aluminum and Nickel alloy powders». 

To our knowledge, there is no additive manufacturing capabilities of such dimension «400 x 200 

x 1300» in the market. Could you please clarify this point, especially the possibility to 

manufacture the full size heat exchanger in several parts with a assembly ? 

Assembling several parts together to achieve the full size heat exchanger is acceptable. However 

to avoid additional complexity of the CFP tasks, the Topic Manager CHX specification will not be 

over 500x300x300 mm. Depending on the performance reachable with the structures to be 

developed in the project, the size of the heat exchanger could be smaller and the Topic Manager 

expects that the final heat exchanger will fits in the sizes the current qualified AM machines can 

manufacture. 

On Topic: JTI-CS2-2017-CFP06-LPA-02-20 – “Manufacturing oriented solution keel beam” 

1 Are there any other loads except compression that have to be taken into account at the design 

stage? 

 Compression is the main solicitation. However the global stability (in y and z directions) of this 

beam is also a driving criterion. It drives the minimum height and width needed of the overall 

cross-section for the beam to be laterally and vertically stable. 
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Due to the shear/bending that are also in presence in the beam but at low level (compare to 

compression), this criteria of global stability can be even more critical.  

In terms of design, connection to CWB seems therefore mandatory. 

2 What is maximum allowed value of the keel beam ends relative displacement in longitudinal 

direction? 

 There is no limitation in terms of stiffness/displacement of the parts to be considered. 

As long as the stresses are acceptable for the keel-beam and the aft and rear lower fuselage then, 

it is ok. 

3 Does lower panel of the keel beam present aircraft aerodynamic surface? Can Applicant 

propose a truss-based design of keel beam (without skin)? 

 The lower panel of the keel beam is an aerodynamic surface on the forward area. If a truss 

solution is selected has most promising solution, an additional cover (non strucural) needs to be 

considered. 

It has to be included on the solution down selection. 

4 Is it possible to use metallic fittings to realise composite keel beam assembly with front/rare 

bulkheads and central wing box? 

 The applicant will be in charge of developing the solution for the keel beam. The junction areas 

will be discussed with the topic manager. 

These areas are not constrained by composite material selection. They can be made from 

aluminium or other material if they respect the assembly lead-time and RC target. 

On Topic: JTI-CS2-2017-CFP06-LPA-02-21 – “Development of systems for automated testing in the 

aircraft interior” 

1 a) Which is the accuracy required to measure gap and flush? 

b) Which is the minimum texture surface difference expected to be evaluated? 

c) Which is the minimum defects on the surface to be detected? 

a) The current measuring process is done by worker and requires visual control. The surface 

properties will be developed in the current project. 

b) The surface will be developed during the current projects. 

c) The current defect control process is done by worker and requires visual control. We will need 

to define the minimum defect and accuracy together with AC manufacturer. 

2 The "automated testing-tools" to be developed in the frame of the topic is a self consistent 

module, to be integrated with the AGV. To this purpose a mechanical enclosure, as well an 

electrical interface with the power unit should be developed in our understanding.  

Will the interface information (mechanical, electrical, etc) be provided by the Topic Manager?  

Can this be clarified, even roughly, if available, so to estimate properly the dimensions, the 

power  and data I/O, etc? 

Yes. The information will be available at project start. The AGV is in stage of development.  

3 With respect to the topic domain (aircraft interior testing) and given the availability of a mobile 
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system, is it possible to propose recommendation(s) for additional types of sensors, data or 

tests relevant to aircraft interior testing (e.g., acoustics, etc)?  

To clarify, any above said recommendation(s) or proposal would be secondary (but 

complimentary) to the main system specified by the call, (R&D and demonstration to be 

conducted along the project) 

In the focus of this work stands the testing of gap & flush, texture and colour. 

4 Is it requested to perform, if deemed necessary, environmental tests in addiction to functional 

tests, to qualify the "automated testing-tools" for usage in the cabin interior environment? 

It could be advantageous but it is not obligatory. 

5 Is it requested to deliver the "automated testing-tools" with CE certification? Does this latter 

falls under TM or mobile system developer partner responsibility? 

It is not necessary to have a CE certification. But it is advantageous if the tools build on industrial 

standards. Furthermore a laser class not higher than 2M is required (for worker safety). The main 

purpose of each demonstrator/tool is to contribute to the LPA project as a whole. In fact, the tool 

from this CfP is a brick which has to fit into the final demonstration of the whole project result. For 

this final demonstration the CS2 leader Airbus has planned and agreed with the JU to build a 

fuselage demonstrator in the ZAL TechCenter in Hamburg. The fuselage demonstrator will be 

operative in the year 2020 and some partners in LPA, such as the TM, are obliged to demonstrate 

the readiness of their own CS2 technologies and the technologies coming from CfPs they 

mentored as TM inside this demonstrator. 

On Topic: JTI-CS2-2017-CfP06-LPA-03-09 – “Image based landing solutions” 

1 Is flight testing included in the scope of this project or would the actual flight testing be done in 

a follow-up project? 

The flight testing activities will be performed by Airbus on a Airbus flight test vehicle. The 

applicant support to the flight tests is included in the scope of the call. 

The flight tests activities are part of another CS2 LPA Platform 3 workpackage. 

2 If flight testing is within scope, how does that align with the target to reach TRL5? We would 

consider TRL6 if flight tests are included. 

We confirm that the targeted TRL after the flight tests phase is TRL5 and not TRL6 : this is mainly 

because the hardware required to achieve the flight tests (algorithms hosting platform) is not 

intended to be fully compliant with the design required for a TRL6, moreover certification strategy 

may not be fully completed at the end of the call. Therefore we consider that the TRL6 level would 

not be completely achieved. 

On Topic: JTI-CS2-2017-CfP06-LPA-03-10 – “Avionics Technologies Management solution for Pilot 

Workload Reduction" 

1 The topic describes the expected results in much detail. The description of required skills and 

experience for the consortium however, are less detailed. We would like to know what kind of 

readiness is required from the results. Will the HMI tool be used in simulators/demonstrators, 

and if yes, how realistic and what kind of TRL is desired? In other words; what 
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products/demonstrator/application of the deck leader does our project contributions have to 

consider or fit into? 

 The Consortium skills and experience shall be in the sense of being capable of specifying the 

equipment which will embed the appropriate HW and SW able to cope with the functional 

requirement allocated to it. 

The HW will be the existing one either consortium owner or COTS HW. 

The consortium has to design, and develop an equipment able to be certified, that means, taking 

into consideration the certification aspects along to development phase. 

The equipment will be verified at lab level into the consortium facilities, and then integrated and 

verified into the virtual simulator environment, to this end the interfaces for doing that will be 

provided to them. Lab environment would allow pilot-in-the-loop. 

The TRL level objective is level 5. 

In summary the consortium will provide an equipment with functional equivalent HW (not 

qualification in terms of environmental requirements is needed) with the SW capabilities needed 

to lead with the defined functions. 

2 The partner is asked to develop a visual recognition and automatic command system to address 

take-off, final approach and airport navigation operations. As landing is not mentioned, is it 

correct to assume that it is not a requirement of the CfP to address the landing operation? 

 Even though, the Landing operation it is not a requirement, this could be considered as an 

extension of the approach function. Our understanding of the Approach and Landing phases are 

as follow: 

Approach: 

 Instrument Flight Rules (IFR): From the Initial Approach Fix (IAF) to the beginning of the 

landing flare.  

 Visual Flight Rules (VFR): From the point of VFR pattern entry, or1,000 feet above the runway 

elevation, to the beginning of the landing flare. 

Landing: 

 From the beginning of the landing flare until aircraft exits the landing runway, comes to a stop 

on the runway, or when power is applied for take-off in the case of a touch-and-go landing. 

3 Can you confirm that the Topic Manager will provide to the partner(s), who undertake the 

project, the salient features of the operational concepts (for take-off, final approach, and 

airport navigation operations) and essential features of the prescribed system architecture? 

 Yes, the Topic Manager will provide the Operational Concept, scenarios and all the interface 

aspects to the partner(s). The partner also will comment this information with the aim to improve 

it. 

On Topic: JTI-CS2-2017-CfP06-LPA-03-11 – “Multimodal HMI development tools” 

1 The call describes quite strict requirements and skills for the consortium. The description of the 

results however are less strict. We would like to know what kind of readiness is required from 

the results.  
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Will the HMI tool be used in simulators/demonstrators, and if yes, how realistic and what kind 

of TRL is desired? In other words; what product/demonstrator/application of the deck leader 

does our project contributions have to consider, or fit into?" 

It is expected that successful applicant will provide the deliverables according to the topic 

description. The Topic Manager (TM) is aware of the constraints of the call (duration, funding, and 

legislation). In the topic the principals of the HMI Designer tool shall be worked out and validated, 

but there is still a significant effort to be invested to mature the final result of the work to the 

level it can be used in the future in the real environment and to provide outcomes fully compliant 

with aerospace regulation. 

In the frame of Clean Sky 2, the HMI tool will be used in simulators and demonstrators to present 

efficient way of multimodal HMI design and development to TRL6. However the true benefit of 

the tool will show up if further matured and developed to the tool used in the production 

environment (beyond the call requirements). 

The successful applicant shall have experience, capabilities, capacity and motivation to continue 

development of the solution to the envisioned maturity level (TRL9). That is what the TM had in 

mind when the requirements had been defined. 
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Regional Aircraft IADP 

 

Question / Answer 

On Topic: JTI-CS2-2017-CFP06-REG-01-09 – “Innovative Low Power De-Icing System” 

1 Questions about task2: 

“ The call partner will provide all the information related to the chosen architecture, in terms of 

(at least): […] Ice fracture criteria” 

• What kind of information is expected ? 

“ The call partner will provide all the information related to the chosen architecture, in terms of 

(at least): […] Acoustic properties” 

• Is it applicable to electro-thermal IPS (or only to electro-mechanical system)? 

With reference to fracture criteria, information required depend on system technology, and are: 

the size of ice particles after the fracture for de-icing systems; complete mechanical fracture or 

mechanical plus aerodynamic force. 

Acoustic properties are applicable to electro-mechanical systems only. 

2 Questions about task4: 

“A demonstrator of Low Power De-Icing System, including the leading edge wing section where 

it will be installed and control box for test execution shall be provided by the Applicant” 

• Shall the proposal also cover a wing box (wing section beyond the leading edge) or will 

there be one available, on which the “IPS+Leading edge” will be mounted ? 

“The model subjected to the test activity will be equipped with sensors for the measurement of 

airfoil skin deformation induced by IPS system device” 

• Is it applicable to electro-thermal IPS (or only to electro-mechanical system)? 

Box shall be provided by applicant. 

Sensors for airfoil skin deformation are applicable t electro-mechanical systems only. 

3 In task 4: 

“Orientatively the wing section to be tested shall be the wing outboard with the following size: 

• Chord size : 1500 mm 

• Spanwise size: depending on IWT test chamber size” 

In order to better assess the budget allocated to the demonstrator: 

• Could you provide, in absence of the size, an expected range for the spanwise size ? 

• Could you provide the thickness of the profile ? 

Range for spanwise size is 1 – 2 meters. 

Thickness of the profile will be 13% or 18%. 

4 Can the topic leader please elaborate on how the interfacing with the actual IWT test is 

foreseen, also with respect to funding? In particular, the topic description mentions the 

following statements that appear contradictory: 

• “The ice wind tunnel test will be performed in the context of a separate complementary 

activity (not part of this call).” 

• “The Partner shall be responsible for running the testing in IWT[…]” 
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Founding for Ice Wing Tunnel are not included in this CFP. 

Test execution using above IWT will be under Partner responsibility as per activity reported in the 

CFP. 

5 In task 4, it is stated that the selected candidate shall define “Control logic for test. [...] Based on 

provided control logic, it shall be possible to investigate spanwise several functional mode [...]”. 

Please clarify the word spanwise in this context. Is it the intention that in one test section 

during the same test run, several different logics or configurations are tested for direct 

comparison purposes? This introduces 3D effects which are not representative of the actual 

conditions. 

Spanwise de-icing cycles based on evaluation at system level shall be tested. It should be forseen 

the possibility to modify de-icing cycles in terms of time (duration and activation time interval). No 

different configurations of test article are required. 

On Topic: JTI-CS2-2017-CFP06-REG-01-10 – “E2-EM Supervisor and Control Algorithms” 

1 The call indicates “Computer based simulation shall be adopted in order to verify the behavior 

of the CSS controller, by using a detailed modeling in conjunction with the models coming from 

the SGN and ESRS projects”. Will be the models of the SGN and ESRS provided? Or must the 

selected candidate develop the model based on previous information from the project? Do you 

have any previous model in any specific software tool? In general, what information will be 

provided? 

In principle, the models of SGN and ESRS shall be provided by the relevant CfP Partners. This has 

been explicitly requested in the previous topic texts. However, in case of any delays, and as a risk 

mitigation, it could be even requested to the selected candidate to develop preliminary high-level 

models of SGN and ESRS in order to design the CSS controller. We don't have any previous models 

related to a “global” energy management controller. During CS1, some energy management logics 

and algorithms for other ground test benches have been developed in Matlab Simulink and 

Modelica, but they were used for specific applications (not general purpose). 

2 In the case of the HIL platform to test the controller, the SGN and ESRS behavior must be 

emulated. Will these models be provided? Or will the selected candidate develop it? What 

information would be provided? Do you already have any model based on a software platform? 

As above stated, the SGN and ESRS models should be available for the applicant. In case of 

unavailability, it will be required to the applicant to develop the correspondent models, at an 

adequate level of detail for HIL testing. In this case, the Topic Manager will provide to the selected 

Candidate all the available information in order to facilitate the modelling task. HIL approach has 

been partially adopted in previous CS1 projects, based on MATLAB models and Labview 

schematics. The use case will be provided to the selected Candidate as baseline for reference. 

However, the selected candidate is free to propose any other different HIL approach. 

3 Is there any information regarding the previous projects available? 

At the early stage of the Project, the selected candidate will be provided with all the information 

relevant to the previous CfP Projects (SGN and ESRS) and the selected candidate will also be 
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invited to other projects critical milestones meetings in order to share and coordinate the needed 

information. 

4 Is there any restriction regarding the physical dimensions of the Centralized Smart Supervisory 

Hardware? 

The CSS hardware will be installed in the Iron Bird test room on ground facilities at Topic Manager 

premises. The test room is big enough in order not to give any physical restrictions. However, it 

would be an asset for the project to develop a CSS controller which could be "ready" for next 

future integration into the aircraft, i.e. as a qualified aeronautical equipment (DO-178C, DO-254 

shall be considered as a reference for a subsequent qualification, in any case out of this Project 

scope). In this context, the compactness of the proposed solution is a nice to have requirement. 

5 Is there any preference on any technology such as FPGA, Microprocessor based solution, etc...? 

There is no technology preference. However, also in this case, a solution which could facilitate 

next future aircraft qualification/integration is an asset. 
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Fast Rotorcraft IADP 

 

Question / Answer 

On Topic: JTI-CS2-2017-CFP06-FRC-01-15 - “Interactional aerodynamic model” 

1 Q1. How does an applicant take into consideration the availability for use of previous results 

and estimate the WT time needed? Is 10 days of Wind Tunnel occupation a condition, 

which cannot be changed? 

Q2. The call requests investigation of 2 innovative tail configurations (two new types of 

empennage) and those have to be designed and manufactured under assumption that they 

have to fit to the existing NICE-TRIP model. In the input from Topic Leader to Task 1 the 

entire geometry of new tilt-rotor is to be transferred. Does it mean that consortium has 

also to re-design and manufacture other components than empennage? 

Q3. The text of the call does not defines a rotation speed of prop-rotors. Lack of that data does 

not allow for design of a system powering prop-rotors.  

Q4. Existing model of NICE-TRIP would need calibration vs. test results obtained during the 

NICE-TRIP project. Would Topic Manager provide those ones? 

Q5. Task 3 requests static stability behaviour for a new empennage installed to NICE-TRIP 

fuselage. In order to extract impact and characterization of (a new) empennage standing 

alone measurements of isolated fuselage seems to be helpful. Is this foreseen to be 

performed, in particular in light of maximum 10 days of wind tunnel occupation. 

Please take note of the revised topic description addressing these proposed clarifications. 

2 a) Concerning the last of the Key pillars mentioned as the main drivers of this Call activity; 

“Wind Tunnel tests of the tiltrotor model in non-powered configuration”.  

We wonder if these (optionally) requested tests are to define the configuration to be tested 

on the powered model or if they are expected to be performed on the same configuration.  

Can the Topic Manager clarify this? 

b) Concerning Task 1, item #3 (new empennage models design and manufacture). 

The existing T-tail is equipped with remotely controllable rudder and elevator (coupled 

left/right side). For a V-tail, 2 remotely controllable surfaces could be expected but for a H-

tail, it could be 3 (coupled elevator and two rudders) or 4 (uncoupled elevator and two 

rudders). 

Can the Topic Manager provide indicate the number of controllable control surfaces for 

each tail? 

c) Concerning Task 1, item #3 (new empennage models design and manufacture). 

The existing T-tail is equipped with static pressure ports (HTTP: 12 LH + 60 RH and VTP: 57) 

and Kulites (HTTP:  3 at LE and VTP 3 Kulites at LE).  

Can the Topic Manager confirm that a same number of static pressure ports and Kulites 

should be assumed  for the two new tail configurations ?  

d) Concerning Task 2, item #2 (test matrix – test duration). In this section it’s stated that “The 
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applicant shall assume 10 Wind-on days for cost estimation”. On the other hand, it’s also 

mentioned that: “the total days of tunnel occupation not predictable at this stage, in the 

Proposal the Applicant shall justify the relative quotation in harmonisation with the 

proposed strategy to finalise the configuration (Task 4)”. The last remark could result in a 

much longer effort with more variants than the 3 requested configurations.  

Can the Topic Manager clarify this? 

e) Concerning Task 2, item #4 (measurements). For the NICETRIP test campaigns, the model 

has been mounted on an internal balance. Now it’s requested that the measurement of the 

overall model aerodynamic loads shall be also required, by means of an external 6-

components balance to be provided by the applicant. This would require a significant 

modification and result in lower accuracy. 

Can the Topic Manager confirm an internal six-component balance can be applied? 

a) These optional tests (non-powered) shall be performed on the same empennage 

configurations of the powered configuration: the aim is to assess the basic static stability of 

the fuselage (rotor-off) without the rotor wake interference. 

b) For cost estimation the Applicant can assume the following:  

T-tail: 2 (rudder and coupled elevator); 

V-tail: 2 (un-coupled rudder-elevator each side); 

H-tail: 2 (coupled elevator and coupled rudder); 

During the detail design phase each configuration will be defined. 

c) Ttail: current configuration of pressure ports and kulites. 

Vtail: 60 on RH and 60 on LH pressure ports; kulites 3 at LE RH surface, 3 at LE LH surface 

Htail: 60 on HTP, 30 on LH VTAIL, 30 on RH VTAIL; kulites 3 at LE HTP and 3 to be splitted 

between RH and LH VTP (1 on one side and 2 on the other one) 

d) Please disregard the sentence “Being the total days of tunnel occupation not predictable at 

this stage, in the Proposal the Applicant shall justify the relative quotation in harmonisation 

with the proposed strategy to finalise the configuration (Task 4)”. Applicants should take into 

consideration the estimate of 10 Wind-on days for the preparation of the proposal. 

e) The internal six-component balance can be applied. The applicant is free and is welcome to 

identify and propose the most efficient solution (for both cost and accuracy). 

On Topic: JTI-CS2-2017-CfP06-FRC-02-20 - “Lateral rotor noise prediction dedicated to low noise 

footprint optimisation of a compound helicopter” 

1 "The call requires to give the topic leader unlimited access to the noise modeling tool during the 

project as well as two year after the final dates of Cleansky2. 

a.) Does that mean that the software and binaries should actually be handed over to the topic 

leader to install in its facilities, or would it suffice to let the topic leader evaluate/use the 

software tool within the Partner's facilities? 

b.) In case the noise modeling tools will include commercial tool components, would it be 
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required to purchase extra licenses for the use of the topic leader?" 

a) No, there is a need to have the software available and fully operative on Topic Manager side, as 

procedure optimization will be done on Topic Manager’s side. 

b) In such case, there will be a need to purchase licenses for the use of the Topic Manager. In case 

of 3rd party tools, as stated in CfP, licensing conditions will have to be specifically discussed 

between partner and Topic Manager 

2 a) Can we consider to use a proprietary topic leader solver to assess aerodynamics? 

b) Does the possibility to install the solver on partner facilities exist ? 

c) Can this code be considered as a loan or should it be costed? 

For complex aerodynamic simulations, the topic leader uses either commercial CFD tools (such as 

Fluent, Ansys CFX, …) or other codes bought from research centers / universities. In both cases, 

we cannot redistribute these codes. So, the partner has to purchase these codes from the relevant 

source. 

On Topic: JTI-CS2-2016-CFP06-FRC-02-22 – “Lateral rotor declutching mechanism for a fast compound 

rotorcraft” 

1 Does the mechanism to be proposed have to be engaged again with the input shaft rotating or 

the reconection of the system is without movement? 

 Yes, the system shall be able to re-engage with rotating input.  

The disengagement/re-engagement sequence is the following one:  

When the helicopter is on ground, the pilot can send an order to the system in order to stop one 

lateral rotor to allow people to enter/exit safely. All the other rotors and the drive system 

kinematic are still driven/turning (=input shaft always turning too) and the stopped rotor is 

maintained braked (not free). Then, when it is time to prepare to take-off, the pilot will send the 

order to the system to re-engage the lateral rotor, this acceleration phase will occur with the 

input shaft turning with very low torque compared to flight torque levels. 

2 Tasks 2.6.5.7 & 2.6.5.8 (Demonstrator integration & Ground test on the demonstrator) that are 

described as nice to have, have to be included in the proposed project value? Does the 

indicative funding include these activities? 

 These activities are not mandatary (nice to have) and would be led by AH afterwards (= no specific 

funding are forecasted for these points for the partner). However, in the frame of the partner 

activities, the system specifications will contain some integration constraints (for instance, 

maximum system volume, input speed, etc.) and the compliance to these constraints will be 

assessed at the end of the project: therefore, the capability to be integrated in the HC 

demonstrator will be assessed in the theoretical manner. During the development, the partner 

will propose design solutions to anticipate as much as possible these following activities.  

The activities 2.6.5.7 and 2.6.5.8 might be budgeted in the frame of an independent quotation 

outside of the indicative call funding. 

3 What is the difference between milestone 5 and milestone 6? Are there 2 different units to be 

delivered or if the hardware supplied in milestone 5 comply with the requirements to be 
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integrated in the on ground test on demonstrator then the milestone 6 will be fulfilled? 

 

The milestone 5 corresponds to development tests. These tests could be used for de-risking of 

one technology or design choice. As an example, it might be, if needed, a specific elementary test, 

such material comparative test to select abradable surface or braking device. Depending on the 

design solution and its risks identified by the partner, the need of several elementary tests might 

be identified. 

The milestone 6 corresponds to the delivery of the full system tested on the power bench test. 

On Topic: JTI-CS2-2017-CfP06-FRC-02-23 – “Enhanced gear strength through cavitation peening 

technologies” 

1 Reference as in the topic description: 

 expected diameter of the gear between 270 - 350 mm 

 temperature 80 - 160 deg. C 

 speed 1000 - 2000 rpm 

 torque 5000 - 7000 Nm 

Question: Is it possible to realize these tests using mechanical similitude, other parameters, 

maintaining the bending stress value?  

For example, on the test rig the distance between axles could be 101.6 mm, torque up to 500 

Nm or 125 mm, and torque up to 2000 Nm. 

The cited gear data refer (approximately) to the actual rotorcraft demonstrator gears. 

Those gears will not be available for task T1 ; also, very few rotorcraft gears will be produced, and 

the cavitation technology will have to be applied on those rotorcraft gears at a mature level, if 

proven successful on test articles. 

Therefore, the applicant shall define in an earlier phase adequate test vehicles and plan (i.e.:  test 

rig, test articles geometry and  applied torque, etc)  that can be performed and completed before 

the availability of actual rotorcraft gears. 

On Topic: JTI-CS2-2017-CFP06-FRC-02-24 - ‘’Hybrid Bearing Technologies’’ 

1 Under the consideration of the project subject being the development of a hybrid tapered roller 

bearing does the Topic Leader looking for one manufacturer or a partnership? 

The topic manager is looking to either a single partner or a consortium of partners being able to 

perform the project tasks and fulfill the deliverables. 

2 Looking to the Schedule of the topic Project the preliminary design should have been almost 

completed (Q1 2017). What will be the task  of the partner?  

Even if the design of the bearings will be already completed at the time of project start, the 

partner shall work in accordance with the topic manager, to mature the tapered hybrid roller 

bearing technology, even on a different, but representative design, i.e. on a test article that will be 

chosen in accordance with the Topic manager. 

3 What type of costs are included in the budget?  

The budget proposed for the call has been evaluated considering the following costs: 
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• Labour hours (white and blue collars)  

• HW cost 

• Testing cost 

• Eventual subcontracted activities (i.e. Lab analysis) 

• Rig adaptation  

Please note that funding will be granted, pending the eligibility criteria of the expenses (for 

further information, please refer to the model grant agreement for Partners available on the 

Participant Portal, see “additional documents”). 

4 Assuming the costs for manufacture and procurement of the test rig(s), how many test rigs are 

considered? 

The applicant shall decide, depending on its own engineering strategy and available resources, the 

number and type of test rigs in order to fulfill the deliverable dates. The topic manager is not 

providing availabilities of test rigs to the applicant of the CFP. 

5 If during the project evaluation the costs for the test rig(s) extends the budget, is there any 

possibility to revue the budget? 

The indicative topic funding value provided in the Call is an estimate. Applicants must address the 

scope of the topic in full and submit with their proposal both requested funding and the total 

eligible costs. Applicants’ resource requirements for the proposed activity, should be detailed with 

due justifications and explanations. The applicant’s total eligible costs of their proposal should be 

considered for the evaluation of the Adequacy & Efficiency of the allocation of resources. 

In their proposal, Applicants may request a higher funding than indicated in the Call, but this must 

be duly justified and explained and is subject to the outcome of the grant preparation phase. Once 

the grant preparation is completed, the maximum JU funding is final. 

In addition, please note Questions nr. 3 - 4 of Section “A. Administrative Questions.” 

6 Is there any test rig(s) existing at the topic leader? 

The Topic Manager is not providing availabilities of test rigs to the applicant of the CFP. However, 

the Topic Manager will support the applicant in the choice of the relevant maturation vehicles. 

On Topic: JTI-CS2-2017-CfP06-FRC-02-25 - "Fuel System Detail Development, Testing and 

Manufacturing” 

1 On the Schematic of the fuel system (paragraph 2 of the topic description) inside tanks 4 and 5 

appear density sensors. There is not further mention to such sensors in the text. Should they be 

considered as part of the measuring system? Should they be included within the scope of the 

topic? In this case, should they be selected and bought by the partner? 

Density sensing is a mandatory item for fuel system gauging and thus part of the scope and to be 

provided by the partner. 

2 Between the main functions of the Fuel electronic control and indication, the topic text says “To 

provide raw data that is then used to inform crew regarding usable fuel quantity in each tank 

and fuel temperature”. However, there is no other mention to any temperature sensor within 

the topic. Is the “innovative optical sensor” intended to provide temperature measures as well? 
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Temperature sensing is a mandatory item for fuel system gauging and thus part of the scope. It 

may be integrated in the “innovative optical sensor” and to be provided by the partner. 

3 Even though the Fuel electronic control and indication system main functions are described in 

the text call, could you confirm that such system is not included within the scope of the topic? 

(Only sensors are included) 

Signals for further use for control and indication shall be provided within the scope. Fuel control 

and indication are not part of the scope.  

4 How many units of the completed fuel system within this topic are expected to be 

manufactured? 

One unit for demonstrator flight test, one for rig test and one for drop test with most critical 

bladder shall be provided. Spare part provision should be available to cover a demonstrator flight 

duration of around 200 h. 

5 Within the tasks description stated in the call text appears: 

T8 - Contributing to flight test campaign if needed, cost are to be considered by partner as risk 

mitigation 

How can it be included in the budget of the CS2 proposal? Should we include this budget in the 

cost estimation for the project? Which would be the budget concept in order to be eligible? 

Flight test support in terms of required system iteration and incident trouble shooting analysis 

and mitigation shall be part of the scope. The partner shall be readily available to ensure maturity 

and flightworthiness within his perimeter during flight test phase. 

6 Please, could you specify the interconnection interfaces between the Fuel System and the 

mentioned “universal test rig” already available? [mechanical interfaces and electric/electronic 

interfaces] 

The test rig provides state of the art electrical/electronic interfaces. For mounting of the test 

specimen the test rig has a 6 by 3 m platform with mounting rails. 

7 Fuel tanks manufacturing is not included within the scope of the topic, could you confirm that 

the design of the fuel tanks is NOT INCLUDED in the scope of the call? Is it expected the fuel 

tanks are made in CFRP? When would the topic manager provide further information about 

such tanks? 

Design and manufacturing of the flexible fuel tank bladders is not part of the scope (will be 

provided by another partner already selected). 

8 Could you provide envelope dimensions of the fuel systems or, at least, of the helicopter? 

The fuel system extends by about 6m in length, 2 m in width and 0.7m in height (fuel storage tank 

area). Engine interface is about 2 m above suction point. 

The fuel storage volume is of the range of 2000-2500 litres. 

9 It is understood that the applicant would need to adapt the “Basic Universal Fuel Rig in 

Donauwörth” (according to the call text on page 197)  to the Fuel system to be tested. Would it 

be possible to have further information about the Fuel Test Rig or at least about its 

connections? Additionally, it would great to have all tasks and means to be delivered in more 
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detail for the Fuel Test Rig. 

Please refer to above Question nr. 6 with the answer provided by the Topic Manager. 

10 The applicant considers that the optional fuel tank shown in the schematic of the Fuel system 

(page 203) does not have to be considered as a deliverable nor the piping for this tank. Could 

you pls confirm this assumption? 

The optional fuel tank itself is not part of the scope. 

11 The venting system (inside the piping system) has to be included as a deliverable. Does that 

mean that only the pipes have to be delivered (vent valve, vent grid and expansion volumes 

excluded)? Could you pls confirm this assumption? 

No, this assumption cannot be confirmed. The vent system is part of the scope from tank bladder 

outlet to ambient, vent valve and vent grid as necessary excepted expansion tank. 

12 A special skill is considered (Qualification as Material and Ground Testing Laboratory of 

reference aeronautical companies (i.e. ISO 17025 and NADCAP)). Could you please clarify what 

Ground Testing Laboratory means (we could not find any reference to this type of laboratories)? 

Additionally, it would be desirable to know which tests from the laboratories would be 

required. 

The candidate has to describe its experience and references in term aeronautical ground testing 

relative to fuel system. Ground testing means all the tests done on the fuel system and its 

components before the evaluation in flight. It  includes tests in laboratory, test with a rig or with a 

simulation device simulating partially or totally the flight conditions. The candidate must indicate 

the type of qualification or approval he has received according to examples given or other 

reference  which could be considered as equivalent. 

13 It is understood from the topic description that the tanks will be manufactured in composites 

(although it is clear that the ports will be designed in collaboration with the partner). Could you 

pls confirm this assumption? 

Design and manufacturing of the flexible fuel tank bladders is not part of the scope. 

14 Could you please provide a rough idea of the fuel system dimensions? This is necessary to 

estimate and evaluate the costs associated to the activities of the topic. 

See answer to question 8. 

15 The call text, in the paragraph 4. Special skills, Capabilities, Certification expected from the 

Applicant(s), specifies the “Qualification as Material and Ground Testing Laboratory of 

reference aeronautical companies (i.e. ISO 17025 and Nadcap)” as a mandatory requirement, 

but not further information about ground tests to be carried out is given.  

Based on previous experience, we consider this requirement is necessary to make vibration 

tests in order to detect loses of performances and leakages after a number of cycles, could you 

confirm this assumption?  

Could you provide some details about the conditions for these tests? 

Is there any other task within the scope of the project that requires of such a certification? 
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The Applicant shall provide for the “Safe for Flight” clearance Stand Alone Environmental, Shock 

and Vibration Tests for the Equipment in a certified laboratory. Fuel System Integration Tests 

including Slosh and Vibration Test´s , performances and the Testing of the Avionic Interfaces 

should be performed on the Fuel System Rig in Donauwörth. The integration tests will completed 

by the aircraft ground tests. 

16 According to the topic, ground tests have to be performed using, first, the test rig, and then, in 

the rotorcraft after installing the system. Is it expected having two complete systems, one for 

the test rig tests and another one for the on ground tests on the rotorcraft? Is it expected to be 

different those two systems? 

Two complete systems are expected. The first system remains on the Fuel System Rig. The second 

system shall be tested on the Fuel Rig before installing on the aircraft for ground tests and the 

Flight Campaign. The first system shall be upgraded in the final configuration to be representative 

for trouble shooting during the Ground and Flight Tests. 

On Topic: JTI-CS2-2017-CfP06-FRC-02-26 - “Compound Rotorcraft Assembly Tooling” 

1 Can you explain how the load is applied to the wing during the assembly on the fuselage? i.e. 

a) The loads is directed down or up or it is required that load can be in both direction 

according to the assembly  phase? 

b) In the case that load is directed up how the loads is reacted from fuselage?  

c) It is the load applied to slight deformate the wing and obtain preload on assembly pin? 

a) The pre-loading scenario is not yet frozen depending of the investigation currently in progress: 

It could be upward, downward or a need of twist of the lower attachement points (upper 

points will be fixed first). 

b) The assembly will be hyperstatic. 

Note that there is 4 interface points: Distance between upper and lower points is 2000mm, 

Upper link is an axis defined by 2 interface points (distance 630mm), Lower link is an axis 

defined by 2 interface points (distance 420mm). These loads will be reacted by the fuselage, 

but take into consideration that upper link is one hinge, so Z-preload can induce rotation 

which has to be counteract by the tool. 

c) Yes, it is. 

2 Referring to the adjustable jacks described in the topic description, is it possible to design 

/propose a state of art hydraulic lifting solution? Is it the electrical adjustable solution 

mandatory? 

Hydraulic lift solution is acceptable. The candidate is invited to highlight the interest of the 

technology proposed. 

3 Referring to the "Tool to support the installation of the wings" described in the topic 

description, is it possible to clarify the position tolerance between the two interface points? 

What are the main tolerance figures of the tool requested to accommodate the drive shaft, to 

ensure satifsfactory operation? (ref. sentence "This type of tool is specific to the architecture of 
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this aircraft and the constraint of installation for wing which has to accommodate a drive shaft 

high level of tolerance required for a satisfactory operation" 

a/ Tolerance between the two interface points: 

tolerance should be around ±0.1mm. 

Note that there are 4 interface points.  

Distance between upper and lower points is 2000mm 

Upper link is an axis defined by 2 interface points (distance 630mm) 

Lower link is an axis defined by 2 interface points (distance 420mm). 

 

b/ main tolerance figures: 

Correction about drive shaft constraint, this constraint is more for independent wing and fuselage 

tooling (sub system assembly and drilling) and so not for wing installation tooling on the fuselage. 

For this specific tooling the main request is to be able to locate upper and lower wing attachment 

points in front of the fuselage points by deformation of the wing. It could be done by application 

of preload at nacelle level or near to lower interface points. Adjustments needed will be in 

positions (X, Y and Z) and probably in rotations (Ry, Rz). 

On Topic: JTI-CS2-2017-CfP06-FRC-02-27 - "Rotor's flight test instrumentation on demonstrator fast 

rotorcraft project" 

1 a) Each sensor has its own acquisition rate, for instance temperature doesnt need a acquisition 

rate more than 10 Hz. For each kind of sensor, we need to have its acquisition rate and also 

its number? 

b) What are the distance of each sensor from MR rotor hub? 

c) what are the distance of each sensor from Lateral rotor hub? 

d) what is the maximal duration of a flight or a ground test (if any)? 

e) what is the duty cycle acquisition during test (e.g. is it a continuous acquisition or by test 

point?) 

f) in case of wireless, battery must be avoided, is it only for chemical battery? 

g) For the main rotor, is the "Instrumentation MR link" a rotating part? 

h) For main rotor, in case of no wireless who has the responsability of the "contact/wire 

transmission"? Is the power on the rotating part? 

i) What is the functions of the "FTI data collection" of the Topic manager? is there a FTI data 

collection for each kind of acquisition system MR, Lateral ...? Where could be set up them? 

j) What are the plan forms of the MR blade and of the lateral rotor blade? 

k) How many MR blades and lateral rotor blades are there? 

l) What is the material of the MR Head fairing? 

m) What is the material of the Lateral head fairing? 

n) Who choices the sensors? and who supplies them? 

o) what is the distance between MR data acquisition and MR mast? In case of wires between 

MR data acquisition and MR mast, who has the responsability of their installation? 

p) what is the material of the gear box? what is the pressure inside? 
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a) Each channel to be used for any type of measurement. Each can be able to acquire at highest 

frequency rate able to assure the bandwidth required. 

b) The system could be fitted in the middle of rotor head the maximum distance between 

sensor(s) and acquisition unit (assuming that it is located at the level of hub center) is around 

8 meters. 

c) The system could be fitted in the middle of rotor head the distance max between sensor(s) 

and acquisition unit (assuming that it is located at the level of hub center) is around 2 meters. 

d) It will be In Flight testing. The system has to be operational during 4 hours. 

e) The system has to acquire all data during continually…Burst system is not acceptable. 

f) It depends on the recurring time to maintain in condition of operation, safety operation, Time 

of charging. It is suitable to have a system able to sustain several test sequences, trade-off to 

be done between the capacity and the time to exchange the battery. 

g) It is the link between Fix part(MGB) and Rotating Part (Rotor). 

h) In this case (slip ring solution) the responsibility could be taken by AH but the acquisition 

system output signal has to be define in order to be compliant with existing part. Yes, power 

(28VDC) on rotating part could be possible. 

i) FTI data collection has to acquire, record, display and transmit in telemetry all the data 

coming from any part of the rotorcraft: Rotor’s, structure mechanic, transmission gear, 

avionics. 

j) Several planforms may be considered for the tests in flight:  

a. MR blade planform is nearly similar to conventional rotorcraft 

b. LR blade planform is nearly similar to general aviation propeller 

Possible planform could be shown during the negotiation with the selected candidate. If the 

candidate identify some potential difficulties  with a type of planform, it should be indicated in 

the proposal.  

k) Applicants should consider the capacity to cover 5 blades for main rotor and 7 blades for 

lateral rotor, final figures may be different without exceeding these numbers.  

l) This will be decided at a later stage. It may be composite using carbon fiber. 

m) see answer above. 

n) Depending of the technology choice: if standard sensors cannot be used, they have to be part 

of the proposal. 

o) The MR data acquisition unit will be installed on the rotor head at the closest as possible of 

the center. Installation of wiring between MR data acquisition and MR mast will be under 

responsibility of the Topic Manager. 

p) Gears and shaft should be in steel alloy, few parts may in titanium, housing are in light alloy 

(aluminium of magnesium). The MGB housing is not pressurized, the pressure inside is the 

external pressure +/- few Kilopascals. 
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On Topic: JTI-CS2-2017-CfP06-AIR-01-25 - “Prediction of aerodynamic loads at high Reynolds 

numbers” 

1 In WP1 an activity is described as “final design of the model which will be modified for industrial 

tests, including hinge moment balance on ailerons… “. Does this mean 2 hinge moment 

balances? One for each aileron? 

The applicant can manufacture one hinge moment balance only, but can also choose to 

manufacture two balances (one per side) in order to maximise the data recorded during the wind 

tunnel tests. If one compares the cost of one additional hinge moment balance with the cost of 

the extra wind tunnel test runs, it can turn out to be more interesting. The applicant must also 

keep in mind that a crosschecking is required between the different types of measurements. 

Therefore, instrumenting both sides can be useful to integrate different instrumentations if they 

are not compatible on one side only. 

2 In WP1.2 it is written “the instrumentation requirements provided by the Topic Manager…”. 

What does this mean? 

The instrumentation requirements are: expected loads, tests conditions (temperature for 

example), accuracy etc. All these requirements will be discussed between Applicant and Topic 

Manager during the negotiation phase. 

3 In WP2 the model modifications shall include several features: New aft fuselage to allow 

straight sting integration, Wings modifications and a straight sting are clear. We assume wing 

modifications and changes to the existing model for the new support. 

But in WP2 there are also other features:  New fuselage spacer (+ karman) to allow front 

fuselage translation, New fin, New HTP, News pylons and nacelles, new Wings, New winglets. 

These modifications would increase the costs considerably and are partly not directly linked to 

the main research topic (see 4). We propose to offer this separately. 

All the “other features” listed in the CFP are mandatory in order to get a fully representative 

model of the aircraft from which flight tests data will be compared. For the wing, it is up to the 

Applicant to decide if he prefers to modify the existing wing models or manufacture a new wing or 

a new set of wings. 

4 In WP3 “other instrumentations” are mentioned. What does this mean? 

The Applicant has to choose the best way to crosscheck the measurement obtained with the 

hinge moment balance. Based on current state of the art, one solution can be the integration of 

pressure taps but the topic description mentions also pressure sensitive paint. Others techniques 

can be suggested. All these solutions are considered as the “other instrumentations”. 

5 In WP4 “ up to seven different configurations ranging from -30° to+30°” are defined. Is it 

feasible to propose 2 costings, one for 7 configurations and a reduced number of configurations 

compatible with budget (see 4). Should both options be included in the proposal? 

Only one cost analysis is required and the proposal must include the best volume of data 
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compared to the topic description 

6 Regarding the deflection range from -30° to +30°. Will these be symmetric deflections ONLY or 

are asymmetric deflections required? 1 aileron HM balance or 2? 

Some settings can asymmetric and others symmetric (like +/-30°). Please note that usually on 

aircraft the axis of the aileron is also not exactly at the middle of the wing profile. For the number 

of balance required : see answer 1. 

7 Regarding “load measurement on winglet has to be performed”. What is expected? Pressure 

tappings, PSP, or bending moment gauges, or something else? 

The Applicant has to choose the best way (accuracy, integration, etc) to measure the winglet load. 

8 Regarding “Crosschecking of theoretical structural model has to be performed through static 

load tests with deformation measurement at wind tunnel test temperature”. What does this 

mean? Is it related only to the HM balance? i.e. crosschecking (validation) of the FE model used 

to design the HM balance. Or does it mean loading the aileron / wing / winglet at cryogenic 

temperature in the VTCR (wind-off)? 

This task has to be performed wind-off at cryogenic temperature so that it can be taken into 

account in the results obtained during the wind tunnel tests (wind-on). It is related to both 

measurements on the aileron and the winglet. 

9 In the chapter Applicant Mission and IPR‘s the support of the Topic Manager in the design 

phase, if necessary, is mentioned. What does this mean? 

The Topic Manager will be able to provide some guidelines based on his background to ensure the 

CFP objectives are achieved but he won’t perform any task. The main role of the Topic Manager is 

to ensure the success of the project. 

On Topic: JTI-CS2-2017-CfP06-AIR-01-27 – “Innovative solutions for metallic ribs or fittings 

introduced in a composite box to optimally deal with thermo-mechanical effects” 

1 In order to fully evaluate the thermo-mechanical behavior of the hybrid box thermos-

mechanical cycling have to be performed. There are any references or internal standards 

followed for these kind of tests? 

 There are no reference or internal standard provided by the topic manager for this kind of test. 

The idea is to evaluate if a few thermal cycle has an influence on the thermal behavior. The 

applicant can develop its own procedure or suggest any existing standard. 

2 Since a thermo-mechanical characterization of complete box section is expected, the overall 

dimension of such assembly is needed to check the availability of proper equipment 

 In order to have the good representativeness, a size of about  2.5m x 1m x 0.5m is anticipated. 

3 In the text of the call an interest for the inclusion of the effect of sliding and adaptation at the 

interface (considering also liquid shim, sealan, paint, etc) in the simulation model is indicated. 

Could you pelease elaborate more on this? Is this interest directed toward friction heat 

generation, addition thermal resistances related to such layers, other aspects? 

 It is not expected for the applicant to develop simulation models of the interface such as friction 

or heat transfer. Transient thermal or heat fluxes calculations are not considered here. 
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The idea is to correctly characterize any sliding effect between two components as a result of CTE 

mismatch and thermal variation, taking into account the correct interface (paint, sealant, ..). 

Then, this sliding effect has to be taken into account for the computation of stresses in the 

different components. 

4 What will be the maximum dimensions of the envisaged hybrid large structure for autoclave 

manufacture and mechanical and environmental testing (+80°C to -50°C)? 

Same answer as for question 2. 

On Topic: JTI-CS2-2017-CfP06-AIR-01-29 - “Optimisation of Friction Stir Welding (FSW) and Laser 

Beam Welding (LBW) for assembly of structural aircraft parts”. 

1 In the case of FSW and FSSW of T-frames, are we talking about fillet welding? 

Yes, the T-frames will been welded with a fillet weld. 

2 What Al alloy candidate are we talking about? 2xxx, 7xxx or 8xxx? 

For FSW it will be 2xxx and 7xxx together. LBW will be 5xxx 

3* “Entry and exit points for the FSW rotating pin need to be considered”: Should we propose 

different alternatives taking into account the cost and the manufacturability of the frames or 

only one solution? 

The requirement is that no exit holes should be in any of the articles, so it should to be filled with 

filler material in the end of the welding process. 

4 We understand that in WP2 we should propose solutions to do the same as WP1, but using LBW 

instead of FSW/FSSW and comparing results. Could we also propose a mix of these two 

technologies to build a panel? 

The technologies should not be mixed. FSW should be used in WP1 and LBW in WP2. 

5 Regarding the FSW/FSSW tools, do the partners need to design a specific and manufacture a 

tool or use existing tools? 

A suitable tool needs to be used. If there already is an existing tool it´s ok.   

6 In WP1.1: Concerning the welding configuration that is presented as per Figure 2 (page 258), can 

you precise exactly : 

a) What is the lower flange below the T-Shape that we seemed to observe ? Is it part of the T-

Shape or part of the lower panel ? Can you precise exactly what is the function of this lower 

flange in the assembly ?  

According your previous answer about the real shape of the stiffener profile and function of the 

lower flange observed : 

b) what is the accurate localization of the weld that is requested on the stiffener ? Directly in 

the right angle formed between the stiffener and the lower panel (or lower flange), or 

possibility to weld beside in the lower flange in question ? 

c) is it possible to propose a special design of lower flange of the T-Shape to be adapted to the 

conventional rotational FSW technology ? 
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a) The lower flange in figure 2 is an integrated part of the lower panel, the milled skin, the flange 

is a local reinforcement that´s integrated in the skin. There are a number of functions which this 

flange fulfils, it increases the buckling strength of the panel, it transfers loads from the frame into 

the skin and most importantly in this case it provides material for the welding to the T-Profile 

without the need for the FSW tool to protrude through the outer skin. 

b) The weld should be positioned directly in the right angle formed between the T-shaped frame 

(which you seem to have named “stiffener” in the question) and the lower panel. 

The intended profile of the frame is a T-shaped profile.  

c) However yes, it´s possible to propose a special design of lower flange of the T-Shape, and it´s 

acceptable to make some joint preparations. 

7 In WP3: Can you confirm the trajectory of the butt joint that is requested between the 2 curved 

panels ? Is it a linear straight weld or curvilinear weld? 

The butt weld between the two curved panels is a curvlinear weld (the weld is placed in the same 

direction as the curve), the same directions as the frames.  

The frames are welded curvilinear and the stiffeners are welded linear straight.  

8 General Question: Is there a Technology Readiness Level “TRL” to be obtained as per usual 

aircraft development program, and would be requested in this topic or by the topic Manager or 

Leader? 

This project requests TRL5-6. 

9 a) WP 1.1 / WP 1.2: Are thickness and geometry of skin sheet, T-profile and Z-stiffener already 

fixed or to be agreed with topic manager? If already fixed which measures? If not should we 

suggest something? 

b) WP 1.2: Do all stiffener geometries (Z, C, I, more?) have to be considered? 

c) WP 1.2: Exit holes for FSSW are acceptable? 

d) There a lot of process and test specifications exist in the aircraft industry. Are such relevant 

documents available from the topic manager, or should all be based on EN standards? 

e) Is it necessary to have all NDT? Radiographic and ultrasonic and eddy current? 

f) Will the material for welding experiments be provided by the Topic Manager or it is the 

responsibility of the project partners to identify most promising Al-alloys and to order the 

material for the experimental work in the project? 

g) Which characterization methods are expected for evaluating of the corrosion tests – LM, 

REM, EDX? What will be the shape and the dimensions of the specimens (if not already 

specified in the test standard)? 

h) In case of corrosion tests, will the specimens be coated after joining (if yes, then there 

should be tests with artificial defects e.g. scratches)? 

a) The final design of the stiffeners and the profiles have not been completed, this should be 

agreed in collaboration with topic manager. 

b) Again this should be agreed in collaboration with topic manager. The intention is to 

demonstrate two types of weld joint, i.e. lap joints and fillet joint. The profile for the lap joint 

will most likely be C or Z and for the fillet T or L. 
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c) Exit holes in load bearing structure are obviously not ideal however if the partner has ideas 

regarding the acceptance of exit holes or how to manage them in an acceptable way then this 

should be explained and agreed by the topic manager during the project (see also Question 

nr. 3 related to this topic). 

d) The work shall be based upon international standards for the aerospace industry, e.g. EN 

standards. 

e) There needs to be a strategy for the non-destructive testing in order to find both volumetric 

and planar indications in the weld area. If an approach, based upon e.g. UT and PT, is able to 

achieve the purpose then that may be acceptable. 

f) The material for the experimental work will not be provided by topic manager. The material 

for the parts to be welded in the physical demonstrator is provided by the topic manager. 

Material selection is done by the topic manager. 

g) The corrosion properties, e.g. stress corrosion resistance, of the welds shall be tested and this 

should follow international test standards. 

h) No, the material will not be coated. The purpose is to test the basic properties of the weld 

compared to the base material. 

On Topic: JTI-CS2-2017-CfP06-AIR-02-39 – “Integration of innovative ice protection systems into 

structure and their validation” 

1 There is a discrepancy for WP1a on page 271 and 272. In the list of task, the finished date is 

T0+5 and in the Majors deliverable and milestones the due date is T0+4. Which is the right date? 

The correct date is T0+5. 

2 P 265, in the last paragraph, as non-pressurized tunnel is necessary, pressure characteristics of 

the tunnel should not be supplied in the response of the Call. Do you confirm ? 

Due to size of the test section and testing speeds it is assumed that static pressure at test section 

will not deviate largely from atmospheric pressure. If this is not the case, it shall be indicated in 

the proposal. Pressure value at test section shall be recorded during testing and provided as data 

in deliverable D4a.2 and D4b.2. 

3 Who is responsible for the Acceptance test of the model prior to entering the icing wind tunnel? 

(us or topic manager?) 

An acceptance test procedure shall be generated by Partner (D2a.2,D2b.2) and agreed with Topic 

Manager. The responsible for performing the acceptance tests is the Partner with (probably) 

assistance of the Topic Manager. The acceptance of the model shall then be agreed between 

Partner and Topic Manager. 

4 Shall tests in ice crystal conditions be added? (to check compatibility with the new appendix 

D/P) 

Project has been limited to just App C icing conditions due to lack of generally consolidated 

methodology to asses impact of ice crystals in additional energy requirements and not to 

overcomplicate the project when limitations of the technologies are not known. It is not a 

requirement but if proposal includes some additional testing form those required in the Call it will 
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be surely considered during evaluation. 

5 Shall tests with SLD (Super large Droplets) conditions be added ? (to check compatibility with 

the new appendix O) 

Project has been limited to just Appendix C icing conditions due to lack of generally consolidated 

methodology to asses impact of SLD in heating energy and not to overcomplicate the project 

when limits of technologies are not known. It is not a requirement but if proposal includes some 

additional testing from those required in the Call it will be surely considered during evaluation. 

6 Two-phase heat transport ice protection: 

What is the two phases fluid used ? 

For the test, propeller spinner shall be included in the model. Shall it be a fixed spinner in front 

of the air intake or shall it be 6 mobile spinner? 

Selection of fluid is not yet closed but will be at the time of Partner selection. The spinner shall be 

fixed (i.e. not rotating nor translating). 

7 Electromagnetic induction ice protection: 

-For the flap test, shall the simulated wing section be heated to simulate potential over 

accretion due to ejection of the ice accreted on the simulated wing ? 

- For tests, frequency of cycle is not specified. Will it be specified by the topic manager with the 

theoretical definition / requirements? Or shall it be studied by us especially in the test 

campaign? 

Leading edge of the wing section of the flap is not to be heated. With respect the cycle frequency, 

there will be a first definition from Topic Manager but to be tunned during the 10 cycles that each 

test point is to be repeated or by using test points 13,14 or 15 but always in agreement with the 

Topic Manager (to be attending the tunnel testing). The geometrical definition of the wing and 

flap profiles will be delivered by the Topic Manager. 

On Topic: JTI-CS2-2017-CfP06-AIR-02-41 - “Integrated electronics for actuator data and power 

management for Morphing Leading Edge activities”  

1 We would like to know some specifications about the Leading Edge, such as its dimensions 

(wingspan, etc)?  

The morphing leading edge is supposed to be applied at the I/B section of a regional A/C. 

Dimensions approx.: 1300 mm spanwise, 500 mm cordwise, 400 mm profile thickness. 

2 What are the materials used to build the wing structure and skins? Are these metallic? 

Material is not fixed yet. But it will not be a purely metallic solution. FRP or sandwich-materials 

are more likely. 

3 What are the available information/data from the sensors? And what are the available inputs 

from the flight control part? 

Strains at different locations of the MLE are available from fibre optical sensors. Actuator related 

information might be integrated in the actuator concept (e.g. actuator stroke/force). Inputs from 

flight control is not defined yet. A command signal for the leading edge position is assumed. 

4 How many actuators are expected to be developed (one or more than one)? 
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The number of actuators is not fixed. Having more than one actuator could be beneficial in terms 

of redundancy. 

On Topic: JTI-CS2-2017-CfP06-AIR-02-42 - “Lay-up tools for net-shape AFP-manufacturing of 

geometrically complex helicopter sideshell sandwich-panels” 

1 a) Which AFP machine will be used for lamination with the concerned tools?  

b) Which are the main characteristics  of machine? i.e.   

c) Are the tools to be used fixed on AFP working area or they shall rotate in coordination with 

AFP?  

d) What is compaction pressure value? 

e) In the case that rotating tools are necessary, can you explain which is the maximum weight  

of tool that AFP can handle , the maximum rotation torque, any information on rotation 

resonant frequency, etc. ? 

f) Core of sandwich panel is made with anisotropic material ( i.e. honeycomb) or isotropic 

material (i.e. Rohacell)?  

g) Which kind of probing system is used to check lamination surface? (for impact on reference 

points on tool). 

a) A 8 x ¼” Multitow Fiber Placement AFP machine by supplier Coriolis, Lorient, France will be 

used for the layup of the sideshell parts on the concerned layup tools. It is located in the TM’s 

workcell in Augsburg, Germany. 

b) 

General 

Machine supplier Coriolis (Lorient, France) 

Number of axis 6 axis robot (KUKA KR240 – L210-2) + linear axis + 

positioner (horizontal / vertical) 

Max. layup speed 1 m/s (if the material allows it) 

Maximal placement acceleration 0.5 m/s² (if the material allows it) 

Maximal link path speed (no placement) 2 m/s. 

Heating system Infrared lamp 

Mean scrap (depending on geometry) < 3 % 

Deposition rate (depending on geometry) up to 10 kg/h 

Compaction roller 

Roller diameter ⌀ 70 mm 

Roller width 60 mm 

Compaction force 1 N to 1000 N 

Material 

Tow / Slit Tape width 6,35 mm (1/4“) +/-0,125 mm. 

Max. Tow / Slit Tapes 8 

Thickness 0,135 mm to 0,19 mm 

Dry fiber area weight  135 g/m² to 194 g/m² 

Maximum spool weight 5 kg 

Maximum tool dimension (horizontal positioner) 

length x [mm] 8020 mm 
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Maximum Diameter 3500 mm 

Maximum tool-mass 6 t 

 

 

Tooling surface 

Maximum length x (MEOP) 7300 mm 

Tooling surface extension from MEOP  150 mm in every direction 

Minimum radius female mould 1000 mm, smaller can be possible depending on angle 

    

c) The horizontal Positioner system (depicted in answer to questio b) shall be used for the 

positioning of the layup tool. It is already fully implemented in the machine environement and 

programming routine. 

d) p < 10 bar, depending on specific compation roller stiffness 

e) Maximum tool mass: 6 tons. 

Maximum tool inertia: 4000 kg m² 

Maximum speed 12 rpm 

Max accel 80 °/s² 

No Information on rotation torque and resonant frequency can be given at this point. 

f) Standard aerospace grade honeycomb is used as core material. The following graphics shall give 

the possible applicant a better idea of the complexity of the sandwich areas and their size in 

respect to the total dimensions. 

 
 

g) Standard probing is used. This means, bushs have to be integrated into the mould surface at 

defined positions outside part geometry, where calibration tips can be inserted. These tips will 

then be approached with the probing tip mounted on the robot. 
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On Topic: JTI-CS2-2017-CfP06-AIR-02-43 – “Low cost optical wave guides for damage detection 

including analysis and aircraft data transfer related to aircraft functional needs with selftesting 

connection” 

1 It is stated that “The possibility to detect delamination with known optical fiber sensing is still 

missing”. However, there are several methods to detect delamination with known optical fiber 

sensing. Presenting a solution to detect delamination with optical fiber sensors and avoiding the 

development of a new wave guide would imply the proposal is out of the topic of the call? 

We ask for SolGel technology because we look for a low cost detecting media and it is easy to be 

replaced in maintenance conditions. 

2 Is the SolGel material for the delamination sensor defined by the topic manager? 

The appropriate mixture of the SolGel will be defined by the Partner based on the impact energy 

targeted by the topic manager 

3 We understand that the sensor for delamination will be triggered by an optic phenomenon 

generated by delamination. Is this phenomenon defined by the topic manager? 

The optic phenomenon must be known by the Partner, the topic manager will defined the 

amplitude of acceptable deformation that must be sustained by  the detecting media. 

4 When stated that “wireless questioning capability is targeted”, what 

communication/interrogating devices expect the topic manager to be oriented to sustain 

wireless? 

The wireless communication/interrogation will be defined with the topic manager. 

5 It is stated that the “Network must support data transfer for cabin entertainment”. The 

bandwidth for this or other data communication is already specified or would be specified by 

topic manager during the project? 

It is already specifed and will be defined by the topic manager. 

6 Acquisition rate, accuracy/repeatability, ranges and number of sensing points are not defined 

for for crack, corrosion, delamination and load determination. Which levels are targeted by the 

topic manager? 

The number of measurement on the prototype will be minimum 4 , one for each use case. The 

rate depends on the different optical measurements and will be defined at the beginning of the 

project with the partner. 

7 What type of corrosion is it required to be detected and measured? In what ranges? 

All type of corrosions, including those due to electrolytic mechanism. It must be detected as soon 

as there is a material degradation. 

8 When stated that “First, light transfer at optical fiber connections is critical, a testing process is 

implemented inducing a minimum of 2h per system control”, by testing process per system 

control we understand that connection quality and loss of fiber per location (possible excessive 

bending or fiber break) is studied and corrected, is this correct or further tests are included and 

which would them be? 
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The understanding is correct, but the correction is not expected in the topic description. 

9 When stated  ”all must respect aeronautical specifications for manufacturing and aircraft 

maintenance contexts” which specifications are intended to be respected? 

The list of specification will be checked with partner at the beginning of the project. 

10 SolGel waveguide sensors are required to be on the surface of the composite. Fiber optic 

sensors (FBG and Brillouin) should also be placed on the surface of the aircraft and covered by 

final paints or could be inserted in the composite lay-up? 

It will be not integrated into the lay up. 

11 About the covering paint, should it be defined by topic manager or should we study and 

develop the paint during the project? 

The covering paint will be defined by the topic manager and will be not part of the project. 

12 What features should include the self-testing: “connection ok” or “Loss”?  should it be visible for 

the operator in the connector itself or processed in the interrogator and given to the operator 

by another device (i.e. a tablet)? 

Both are of interest. 

13 What starting TRL is required for the SolGel sensing waveguides? 

TRL 3. 

14 For delamination detection, In which layer of the composite should be delamination detected 

and what type of delamination? 

The detection must cover all thicknesses of the assembly and looking for all type of delamination. 

On Topic: JTI-CS2-2017-CfP06-AIR-02-46 - “Auto testing technologies and more automated factories 

for Aircraft validation test process” 

1 What type is the external ground test equipment? Manufacturer, HW/SW platform? 

Test are executed on Windows PC/Tablets and those equipment are connected to other 

equipments in charge to acquire datas from the unit under test. 

2 Shall the applicant to be developed Standard communication protocol be based on existing 

standards (e.g. SCXML)? 

No. It must be DDS. The protocol is under definition in current activities. 

3 Please provide details about the computer installed on the-ground wing demonstrator 

IMA technology computer (Arinc 653) with VxWorks System Operating and Partitions System 

4 Where is the on-ground wing demonstrator located? 

Seville-Spain 

5 What are the Certification, Qualification and Safety criteria for the test partition on the aircraft 

computer? 

As demonstrator there is no certification needed, but we must think on DAL-C. 
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6 Has the to be developed protocol also to be implemented on the existing FAL testing system? 

Yes. 

7 Which set of functional tests shall be covered by the new protocol? Please specify in detail. 

The protocol must provide all the airplane signals that the tests require. The test must be defined 

by Production Engineering. 

8 Please specify the EMA drive for aileron. 

The test computer will be used to act on all EMA actuators. 

9 For the artificial vision and robotic demonstration, does a real control panel exist in the wing 

demonstrator which shall be used for this purpose? 

This demonstrator must be used on the cabin. 

10 Is there a preferred programming language and development architecture? 

VS C# 

11 What is the extent of the HMI/HRI Part? Should the Human act as a supervisor? Or should the 

robot just assist humans?   

The goal is to have an automated system, so that no person is required in the cockpit. 

12 What are the KPIs mentioned in WP2? 

Not at this moment. It would be possible during the development. 

13 In WP2 solutions should be investigated for artificial vision and robotic collaboration. Are there 

restrictions for the implementation of said solutions? Can already existing technologies be used 

or should new technology development be launched? 

Existing or new technologies can be used. 

14 What are the requirements for the prototypes to be developed? That is, how much is the IT 

development part of the package and how much will be on a concept level? 

It must be defined during the current activities. 

15 Is there a possibility to visit the testing facilities? 

Yes. A visit can be organised for the selected applicant. 

16 "The Topic Manager will provide both SW and HW": Can the HW be shipped to the partner’s 

location or should it be used on site only? 

The partner could develop the SW and HW on his own location. 

17 Does the Indicative Funding Topic Value include costs for SW licences or HW acquisition? 

Yes. 

18 Robotic collaboration: to operate the cockpit controls, instrumentation and devices 

automatically, taking into account all restrictions of space, human interaction, etc. /WP 2.2 – 

Concept definition, Process and Methodology definition and Prototype development for aided 

Robotic Collaboration. 
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In the topic fiche there is a reference to "Robotic collaboration", does is refer to a robotic 

system (consisting also of the mechanical arms and actuators) developed by another partner, 

already available (or under development) with which the device developed in the frame of WP2 

will be integrated in (or will interact/cooperate with)? 

No. 

19 Activity line B) Implementing new concepts for the automation of quality and validation tests 

on the aircraft 

Is it possible to have a short list of the quality and validation tests which shall be integrated in 

the concept/prototype (referred as "device developed" in the topic fiche) that is requested to 

be developed in WP2? 

Not at this moment. It would be possible during the development. 

On Topic: JTI-CS2-2017-CfP06-AIR-02-49 - “Development and validation of a self-adaptive system for 

automated assembly of major composite aerostructures” 

1 The specified ‘scope of work’ (p.340ff) describes a challenge for major composite aerostructures 

in the context of automated assembly.  

Within section 4, the relevant skills (p.351) are mentioned. However, skill 2 and skill 3 are pretty 

unclear in this context and seem to be more relevant for totally different challenges, e.g. the 

production of composite materials.  

In other words: How does skill2 and skill3 fit to the specified scope of work ? 

Skills 2 and 3 are referred to experience in the technical field of aeronautical automated assembly 

technologies. Skill 2 requires experience in testing for drilling/ fastening operation (automated 

assembly) at coupon and sub-structures level. Evidence of the experience and/or qualification 

shall be proven. Qualification is meant as customer process validation and actual use of the 

process/ system in production environment. 

For Skill 3, since one of the scope of the work involves a trade-off study in terms of production 

recurring cost, in the project it is requested to evaluate production rate and all other drivers 

relevant to recurring cost among a set of different machines and processes configurations to be 

considered as potential alternatives to baseline solutions for assembly activity. For this reason, 

cost estimation experience and/or capability for full scale structure assembly shall be shown. 

Material of the structures is mainly composite. Evidence showing past costs trade-off studies for 

customer (or done in association with the customer) in an environment of industrial 

competitiveness shall be provided. 
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Engines ITD 

 

Question / Answer 

On Topic: JTI-CS2-2017-CFP06-ENG-01-15 - "Bearing chamber in hot environment" 

1 What are approximate dimensions of the bearing chamber? 

Typical length between the front and rear oil seal: 100-150 mm. 

Typical max diameter: 200-250 mm. 

2 What are the type, dimensions and specification of the bearing? 

Bearing with Roller Elements. 

Typical mean diameter of the bearing: 100-160 mm. 

3 What is the type of injectors? 

Typical oil injector nozzles (calibrated holes). 

4 What are the temperature range and oil/air mass flow rates? 

Temperatures: 

Air: [ambient - 400°C] 

Oil supply: [ambient - 170°C] 

Flow rates: 

Air: [0 - 40g/s] 

Oil: [50l/h - 700l/h] 

5 What is the maximum rotor speed? 

Typical maximum rotor speed: [20000rpm – 25000rpm] 

6 What are bearing loading conditions and loading levels (thermal, dynamic)? 

Dynamic loading: typical values are 300-500 daN. 

Thermal: Typical max thermal mass temperature: 

• at stub shaft interface: ambient to 400°C 

• at interface around bearing chamber: ambient to 250°C. 

7 What are temperature levels and pressure in the bearing chamber? 

Oil: max 250°C. 

Typical Pressure:  0.2 bar to 2 bar. 

8 Which parameters are expected to be changed during the experiments and what is the range of 

these parameters variation? 

• Rotor speed: 0 to 20-25000rpm 

• Oil temperature: ambient to 170°C 
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• Oil flow: 50l/h -  700l/h 

• Oil distribution in the bearing chamber and air/oil mixture: centripetal et centrifugal, lateral 

oil supply to bearing 

• Metal temperature: ambient to 400°C 

• Air temperature: ambient to 400°C 

• Air flow, pressure: 0 to 40g/s 

9 What is the level of detail in numerical simulation? 

Numerical precision between test and numerical simulation / correlations: 5°C for Steady State 

simulations and 20°C in Transient simulations 

On Topic: JTI-CS2-2017-CFP06-ENG-01-19 – “Thermoplastic Thrust reverser cascade” 

1 Task 3 requests the definition of a set of cascades to be tested on the ground. It specifically 

mentions 3 to 5 different designs depending on the location of the cascade around the engine. 

In task 4, we are requested to manufacture a set of cascades for the demonstrator. Are we 

requested to manufacture and provide the 3 to 5 cascades selected in task 3? Or just 1 as a 

representative physical demonstrator (thus reducing significantly the tooling costs)? 

It is requested to manufacture and provide the 3 to 5 type of cascades as defined in task 3. The 

objective is to get full representative load distribution for thrust reverser maturation. 
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Question / Answer 

On Topic: JTI-CS2-2017-CfP06-SYS-01-04 - “Manufacturing process for ultimate performance inertial 

MEMS Accelerometer” 

1 What is the target volume and target price of the accelerometer cell ? 

To give an order of magnitude, and without any commitment on future market, a typical target 

price could be 70€ for 10000 units/year 

2 From topic manager experience, what are the current strength and weaknesses of the topic 

manager design ?  

Strength is the already demonstrated performances for Inertial grade Navigation in a mock-up. 

Weaknesses/challenge: These performances are to be demonstrated in a relevant production 

design & environment compatible with target price. 

3 From topic manager experience, what is the MEMS sensitivity to shocks, ESD, sticking effects ? 

In-use sticking for current design is not an issue. Sticking during manufacturing is one of the item 

to be addressed by the workplan. Other parameters are to be evaluated during the project. 

4 From topic manager experience, what are main yield losses using previous process flow ? 

Previous process flow has only been for a few samples and yield cannot be evaluated on this 

basis. 

5 How the topic manager demonstrates the 25 years lifetime ? What is the duration of this 

characterization ? 

Lifetime will be demonstrated through an identification of failure modes and dedicated 

characterizations. Applicant shall provide information of design and process used to allow the 

FMEA analysis by TM. 

One of the lifetime test is 4000 thermal cycles (-40/+95°C) 

6 Robustness over shock depends on MEMS layout and right positioning of bumps/gaps to lock 

proof mass displacement during shocks. Does the applicant have to plan simulation resources or 

this task will be in charge of topic manager ? 

This task is performed by topic manager using the design/process rules supplied by applicant. 

7 What is the duration of characterization campaign by Topic manager ?  

Characterization campaign after WP3 duration will be 2 months. Activities in WP4  can probably 

be performed in parallel to deal with problem identified in WP2. 

8 Shall the applicant perform some specific characterization/test at Wafer level test or after 

packaging (in ambient condition or over temperature) ? 

For WP3, Topic manager expects delivery of fully functional samples, and with full performances 

at the end of WP5. Test coverage at different manufacturing steps shall be analysed by applicant 

taking into account expected yield for each manufacturing step. 
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9 Is it interesting that the applicant develop or customize its test tool set to improve test coverage 

before integration at sensor level ? 

Delivered cells shall be tested according to TM requirements at cell level. For the accelerometer 

design, electrical tests under constant acceleration is sufficient. 

10 Metal layer are mandatory for pads and MEMS brazing ?  

Metal pad is the state of the art for connections and can be used (see Question 11). MEMS brazing 

is not mandatory. Other assembly technologies can be proposed if sufficiently mastered. 

11 Is there some limitation of metallic material, surface deposited or thickness to maintain MEMS 

performances over performances ? 

Metallic material impact could be strong on many sensor performances. Applicant may present 

background and solutions to minimize this impact. 

On Topic: JTI-CS2-2017-CfP06-SYS-01-06 – “Affordable Electro-Optical Sensor Cluster / Assembly Unit 

(LRU) for Vision & Awareness enabling Enhanced Vision, Sense & Avoid and Obstacle Detection 

Systems for Aeroplane and Helicopter All-weather Operations and enhanced safety” 

1 We are interested in the CfP JTI-CS3-2017-CfP06-SYS-01-06 “Affordable Electro-Optical Sensor 

Cluster / Assembly Unit (LRU) for Vision & Awareness enabling Enhanced Vision, Sense & Avoid 

and Obstacle Detection Systems for Aeroplane and Helicopter All-weather Operations and 

enhanced safety” 

In the Environmental conditions of the table “Preliminary Minimum Requirements Overview”, it 

is written  

• Comply with RTCA DO-160G 

• Temperature -55 to +70⁰C 

• Power: 28V (22.0 – 30.3 Volt).  

Please could you confirm which DO-160G tests should be performed? 

 

The design shall be prepared for, and the final product shall comply with, the following sections in 

the DO-160G document: 
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For the operational LRU (TRL5) in this call, being able to perform system integration after hand-

over, the following test shall be performed: 

Fire and smoke: 

Analysis shall be performed that the LRU under normal operation, at any malfunction or in case of 

fire, not produces carbon monoxide or carbon dioxide. 

Temperature: 

DO-160G, section 4.5, Category D2 

Chock operational: 

DO-160G, Section 7.2, Category B 

Vibration: 
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DO-160G, Section 8, Category R,  Fixed-wing  

Magnetic effect: 

DO-160G, Section 15, Category Z 

Power input: 

DO-160G, Section 16, Category BXI 

Emission of radio frequency: 

DO-160G, Section 21, Category M 

Note that instead of test, an analysis may be acceptable and must be agreed with the TM. 

On Topic: JTI-CS2-2017-CfP06-SYS-02-29 – “High density energy storage module for an electric taxi” 

1 Why the low ratio 'budget/duration' compared to other calls? Possible to stretch the budget? 

We know that there is no maximum JU funding per topic, but in this case, an 800k€ budget for a 

45 month project involves a low ratio if compared with other projects. Is there any special 

reason or consideration that we are missing? The TRL that is required may indicate that 

previous work may have been done. Information from previous projects would be useful to 

reduce and adjust the budget. In case of existing, is / will be this information available to 

prepare the proposal? Maybe later? 

We chose to reach an ambitious TRL level for this CFP (TRL6), which corresponds to a longer 

development time. Furthermore there is a trade off between the duration and the TRL maturity of 

the energy storage devices systems compliant to 50kW/30kwh/kg.  

2 Regarding the storage technology, the project requires a high power density device for a 

50kW/700Wh device (above 70C rate power if defined in terms of batteries). This is something 

that indicates that technologies such as ultracapacitors shall be used. However, the required 

energy density (30Wh/kg) is bigger than what ultracapacitors or even Li-Ion ultracapacitors may 

offer. Is there any specific technology that this call is looking for? In case that there is an 

innovative chemistry (as mentioned in the available documentation) it is possible that TRL 6 

may be difficult to reach due to the novelty of these technologies… is it a mandatory 

requirement? 

We mentioned TRL6 in order to explain that we are looking for a technology compliant with TRL6 

environmental constraints (temperature). Even if we are not fully TRL6 at the end of the project 

for the Energy Storage System it will not be a show stopper for the overall System Maturity 

3 In general, the sizing of the system highly depends on the use and operation of the energy 

storage. With the aim of a proper and optimal sizing of the energy storage, it would be needed 

to have information about the operation profile. Is there any information regarding this issue?  

Yes, we have some duty cycles coming from airport mapping. For preliminary sizing you can 

consider 1 taxiing cycle = (100% charge 2500kJ)+100%discharge 2500kJ) at Pmax 50kW every 5 

minutes during 30 minutes. The representative duty cycles will be shared only with the selected 

partner. 

4 Regarding weights: 
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a. target mass for storage technology is at least 30Wh/kg (700Wh = 23,3kg) 

b. target mass for power electronics is at least 2kW/kg(50kW = 25kg) 

c. target mass for the whole unit is 40kg, but if we sum up the previous target weights, the 

result is higher than this global weight. 

d. Are these targets a restriction? Which is the most important of the previous targets? 

We have defined weight targets for separate sub systems 23,3kg, 25kg and for the complete 

system (40kg). The gap between each other (48,3kg - 40kg) seems achievable when optimizing the 

Power Electronics and Energy Storage System (integrated package, etc…). 

The lower the weight of the system, the better the attractiveness.  

5 The call states that the power module“ will interfacewith the system module, aircraft electric 

power system, and the electrictaxi system wheel actuators.” It seems that requirements will be 

defined later but: 

a. What is the function of the system module? 

b. What is the topology of the foreseen system? Is it an energy storage technology connected to 

a 270V DC link bus by a dc/dc converterand a dc/ac converter to provide controlled power to 

the wheel actuator electric motor?Is this 270V DC bus directly connected with the aircraft 

electric power systemso the wheel actuator can be supplied of the aircraft power system if the 

storage is empty? And one other function of the dc/ac converter is to condition/return 

regenerated power to energy storage or the aircraft power system?Any other option? 

c. The call indicated that “studies, led by the electric taxi system integrator, will consider” 

different topologies. Will be these studies available soon?  

d. Are there any other known specificationssuch as mechanical / cooling requirements? 

e. Is there any previous project with useful information that can be accessed? 

a) To store energy coming from wheels actuators during deceleration phases on ground 

b) The DC bus is +/-270VDC so 540VDC and dedicated to E-taxi (no other systems connected) 

coming from rectified APU generator network. 

c) The LESD module shall be re-used with different wheel actuator design (A320 or A321). 

Obviously for the demonstration aspects we have already identified an E-taxi system 

configuration. 

d) Yes, there are associated requirements of the aircraft localization chosen for integrating the 

power module. Full environmental requirements will be shared only with the selected 

partner. 

e) We have capitalized on the lessons learnt from Clean Sky 1 SGO project (CFP with ADENEO). 

6 There are different terms describing the main system of the call: 

a. high density energy storage module 

b. energy recovery module 
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c. power module 

Are these all the same? Regarding to questions 4 and 5, which subsystems / modules are 

included in the whole electric taxi system and which is part of the call? Maybe a block diagram 

will be good to get a better understanding. 

Yes, the are all the same. 

The deliverable shall be a storage device and its associated power electronics (if needed) in order 

to be connected with the 540VDC bus of Electric taxiing system. 

7 The system shall be modular and easily scalable to support a wide range of platform 

requirements with maximized re-use. Are there predefined specifications due to the modularity 

and scaling?  

The modular requirements are to address different platforms and have different sizes of energy 

recycling capacity. 

Nevertheless the requirements are a “nice to have” compare to weight optimization. 

8 The power module shall be designed for optimal integration with the electric taxi system 

traction motor and wheel actuator control unit, as well as with the electric taxi system module. 

What does this exactly mean? Should be the power electronic integrated into the motor? Or the 

dc/ac converter for motor drive integrated in the motor and the dc/dc-converter integrated in 

the storage? 

Please see the graphic below for clarification: 

 

9 One technology focus of the proposed activity should be on optimized control algorithms and 

balance monitoring system. Which TRL should here reached? To achieve and verify a high TRL it 

will be necessary to develop the control and program code with two independent development 

teams?! Does this relate to the proposed budget? Or is in this call the main focus on hardware 
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design with control for providing controlled power and returning regenerated power to/from 

the wheel actuator and the optimization is part of a following call? 

The topic is mainly focused on hardware design for storage capacity. First we are looking for a 

technology able to perform electrical deceleration of aircraft through electric taxi system AND be 

attractive in terms of weight and volume. Furthermore, we can take advantage of the call to 

implement and test functionally innovative control algorithms and balance monitoring systems 

(associated with the technology of storage chosen). 

On Topic: JTI-CS2-2017-CfP06-SYS-02-31 – “Power Module” 

1 Can you confirm that the half-bridge module will work only in LVDC and the two other 

applications in HVDC? 

In fact, a half bridge is oriented LVDC but as mentioned in the scope of work, packaging module is 

a modular structure. Design must take into account  as much as possible highest constraints 

(current, voltage..) 

2 What are the operating voltage levels expected for LVDC and HVDC? 

LVDC: 28V. 

HVDC: 540 V. These nominal voltage are normalized in aircraft standards 

3 It is not clear whether only one module should be delivered that can handle all three 

applications, or whether three modules must be delivered, one for each of the three 

appliations. 

All configurations must be delivered. 

4 Can the design be qualified for industrial / automotive applications in a first stage, with 

minimum temperature of -40°C, so that in a second stage the design is adapted for 

temperatures of -55°C? 

This way of designing will take a long time without value added in terms of cost and planning 

optimization. 

5 Are the provided electrical characteristics (especially the current) the nominal operating 

characteristics of the module or the die, because we can have die in parallel within the module? 

If the question is understood correctly, dies paralleling is accepted to achieve full current 

performances. 

6 In the frame of Clean Sky 1 there was already developed a silicon carbide power module, 

subject led by TAES, with electrical specifications a bit different. Is this a continuation of this 

Clean Sky 1 project or a totally different application? 

Applications are slightly different. We hope to complete our innovative power components range 

by new ones in order to address other functions and other voltages (28V dc). To be more 

competitive, a modular packaging is requested. This packaging will be able to host dies for 

different voltage and currents. 
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7 It is required to provide 120 (3*40) samples of power modules, which is a quite costly exercise. 

What is the goal to provide so many samples? 

If modularity is achieved, the 140 components total cost will be certainly minimized. The objective 

of such number is to build a contact matrix with bidirectional modules. If the cost is very high, we 

ll be open to discussion in order to decrease a modules number. 

On Topic: JTI-CS2-2017-CFP06-SYS-02-32 – “Development of functionalizable materials" 

1 Which are the requirements regarding Electromagnetic Immunity (EMI)/shielding? 

Conductivity? Any other electrical constraints? 

Material must present electrical insulation properties. That means that: 

• electrical resistivity > 1010 Ω.m 

• dielectric strength ≈ 10 kV/mm 

Electromagnetic Immunity (EMI) will not be insured at material scale, but by the prototype design 

and/or using specific components. 

2 What shall be the size of the prototype to be build? 

550 x 400 x 350 mm (maximum dimensions) 

3 Regarding mechanical solicitations/loads what is the prototype expected to withstand? 

Tests will be performed on prototype: vibrations (D0160 – section 8, curve C1), on a prototype 

including electrical components (contactors, circuit breakers (RCCB and CB)). 

4 Any requirements regarding thermal dissipation? 

As the material will present electrical insulation, it will certainly also present thermal insulation. 

Thus, no requirements have been fixed. 

But it could be interesting to use a material exhibiting electrical insulation and thermal 

“conductivity”, in order to enable thermal dissipation (even if it is weak) and limit heating (due to 

electrical components operating) into the electrical box. 

5 Are there any other critical technical parameters needed that are not mentioned in the call? 

The Material must present electrical insulation. 

6 What are the environmental conditions (standards) required for the design and tests for the 

prototype? 

Environmental conditions are based on DO160 (Environmental Conditions and Test Procedures for 

Airborne Equipment) and FAR25 / JAR25…. (Federal Aviation Administration / Joint Aviation 

Authorities) specifications. 

7 What are the typical characteristics of the reference product (electrical cabinet) that need to be 

optimized (weight, volume, cost, etc…)? 

Reference product is a Nomex Honeycomb core reinforced by fiber glass plies. 

Typical weight (for the sandwich) is from 2,1 to 2,8 kg/m², depending on cabinet reference. 
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Typical thicknesses are comprised between 10 and 14,5mm. 

Cost depends on reference of electrical cabinet, number of inserts, etc… 

On Topic: JTI-CS2-2017-CfP06-SYS-02-33 – “Development of autonomous, wireless, smart and low 

cost current sensor for monitoring of electrical lines” 

1 a) Can you provide a typical ON-OFF cycle for the sensor in order to estimate the power 

requirements? 

b) When TRL5 is envisaged, are environmental test needed? Are EMC test needed? If so, which 

are the applicable standard and associated levels? 

c) Shall the sensor provide time measurements to the remote equipment (oscilloscope like) or 

just current parameters (i.e RMS current, peak current, main frequency, etc)? 

d) How far is estimated to be the remote equipment from the sensor?  

e) How many sensors are estimated for the demonstrator of “T7 – functional test and final 

validation”? 

f) Shall the sensors implement a multi-hop sensor network or a “star” network is enough? 

a) Sensor is always ON when A/C is powered but measurement and data exchange are only 
performed when required by the remote equipement. The DC & AC current shall be measured 
during a minimum duration allowing to provide a representative value of current and 
measurement shall be performed at least 4 times by day. Then data shall be transmitted to 
the remote equipment. 

Cycle exemple: 

 A/C powered 

 Sensor ON – Standby mode 

 Remote equipment request 

 Sensor in active mode and current measurement performed 

 Sensor transmits data to remote equipment 

 Sensor in Standby mode 

 A/C not powered – Sensor off  

b) Design of prototype shall comply to following environmental constraints. This will be reviewed 
at the start of the project 
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c) Current sensor shall provide just current parameters 

d) Sensor and remote equipment can be distant of several dozen of meters (50m distance can be 

Environmental Requirement Environmental Test 
Reference 
Document 

Applicable Category or 
Guidelines 

Temperature   

Operational Conditions  EUROCAE ED14/RTCA 
DO160 section 4 

A2 
 

Start-up After Ground Soak at 
Low/High Temperature  

EUROCAE ED14/RTCA 
DO160 section 4 

A2 
 

Ground Survival Temperature  EUROCAE ED14/RTCA 
DO160 section 4 

A2 
 

In Flight/on ground Loss of 
Cooling  

Not Applicable Not Applicable 

Pressure Drop/Flow Rate  Not Applicable Not Applicable 
Atmospheric Pressure/Altitude 
Requirements  

  

Steady State – Altitude  EUROCAE ED14/RTCA 
DO160 section 4 

A2 

Decompression EUROCAE ED14/RTCA 
DO160 section 4 

A2 

Overpressure EUROCAE ED14/RTCA 
DO160 section 4 

A2 

Temperature Variation  EUROCAE ED14/ RTCA 
DO160 section 5 

B 
 

Humidity EUROCAE ED14/ RTCA 
DO160 section 6 

A 
 

Shocks and Crash Safety  
 

  

Operational Shock EUROCAE ED14/ RTCA 
DO160 section 7 

D 
 

Crash safety Not Applicable Not Applicable 
Bench handling shocks  MIL-STD-810F Method 516 Procedure VI 

Vibrations   
Operational Vibrations  MIL-STD-810F Method 514 Category 13 

Vibrations due to Engine  Not Applicable Not Applicable 
Vibrations due to Landing Gear 

Tyre Burst 
Not Applicable Not Applicable 

Acoustic Vibrations  Not Applicable Not Applicable 
Explosion proofness Not Applicable Not Applicable 
Waterproofness TBC TBD 

 
Fluid Susceptibility EUROCAE ED14/ RTCA 

DO160 section 11 
F 
List of applicable fluids will be 
given in next issue of the 
document 

Sand and Dust 
MIL-STD-810F Method 510 Procedure III 

 
Fungus Resistance  EUROCAE ED14/ RTCA 

DO160 section 13 
F 

Salt Spray Not Applicable Not Applicable 
Solar radiation Not Applicable Not Applicable 
Icing Not Applicable Not Applicable 
Hermeticity   

Cockpit and Cargo Hold 
Equipment Sealing Verification 

Not Applicable Not Applicable 

Fire Not Applicable Not Applicable 
Flammability/Toxicity/ 
Smoke/Gas Emission 

ABD0031 Applicable 
 

Hail/Stone projection Not Applicable Not Applicable 
Constant Acceleration   

Functional Test ISO 2669 B 

Structural Test Not Applicable Not Applicable 
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used as reference) 

e) 10 sensors is expected but topic can be discussed and adjusted at the start of the project. 

f) No constraints on this topic this shall be evaluated and determined in the scope of task 2. 

2 a) What is the sample frequency of the current sensor? Should the current must be measured 

each 1us, 1ms, 10ms, 1s...? 

b) What is the interval time to send the data by wireless? 

c) What is the wireless protocol? 

d) Where inside the aircraft the sensor is going to be installed? We would need to know this in 

order to know what kind of energy harvesting we can use? 

a) Current sensor shall manage DC and AC current measurement up to 1000Hz. The DC & AC 

current shall be measured during a minimum duration to determine the current parameters 

(i.e RMS current, peak current, main frequency, etc) and measurement shall be performed at 

least 4 times by day. 

b)  There is no real constraint on interval time as the data is not used for driving a function 

impacting A/C operation but for monitoring a function which cannot be deteriorated in a 

short time. 

c) The wireless protocol compatible to A/C environment will be developed in the scope of task 2. 

d) The current sensor will be installed on wiring and structural component in pressurized area 

close to A/C skin. 

On Topic: JTI-CS2-2017-CfP06-SYS-03-09 – “Computing Node for Safety Critical Applications” 

1 In topic JTI-CS2-2017-CFP06-SYS-03-09 the task T06 lasts for a minimum of 16 months, and is 

described as “Support to System Integration – During this phase the supplier will provide 

support to System Integrator”. In this case, the assumption is that Piaggio is the System 

Integrator. Although this information helps with the assessment of travel costs, it is not possible 

to propose and cost an adequate support activity, without any information on the test rig, the 

System Integrator intends to use the computational unit on.  

 Is software development cost for the computational unit expected to be borne by the 

applicants under “Support to System Integration” ?  

Would it be possible to have a description of the rig planned by the System Integrator, if 

possible using the same functional block diagrams, design and architecture descriptions and 

sketches expected in task T02 ? 

The SW for the computing platform should be developed by the applicant during development 

phases preceding task T06 - System Integration. 

During task T06, the applicant should provide support for System Integration, providing 

information/documentation as well as fix the problem that could be found during this phase. 

Below an high-level preliminary block diagram of the Integration Rig. 
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2 Task T01 is considered a System Requirements Review, but it is not clear if the System 

Requirements will be provided by the topic leader and checked against the concept of applicant 

or the SRD shall be developed by the applicant based on Top-Level Requirements provided. 

The system requirement will be provided by the Topic Manager and checked against the concept 

of the applicant. 

3 On the Deliverable list the reference D2 is missing. Please, confirm if that is an errata or some 

additional document is expected. 

We confirm that this is a typo. 

On Topic: JTI-CS2-2017-CfP06-SYS-03-10 – “Electrocoating process for Cr6-free surface treatment of 

aluminium parts” 

1 a) Should material for developments and tests have to be acquired by project coordinator / 

consortium or will Topic Manager provide it?  

b) Will the big specimen/s be provided by the Topic Manager? 

c) Which will the size of the big specimen (close to landing gear part dimensions) to be coated 

by?  

d) To which part of the landing gear does the big specimen belong to? 

e) Regarding aluminium alloys, does the Topic Manager have any specific alloy in mind (i.e. 

7075)? 

f) What liquids would have to be tested according to section 11 of the DO-160G? DO-160G is 

very extensive and the topic description does not clarify this issue. 

a) The Topic Manager will provide drawing and specification for the samples. The production of 
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samples is in charge of the applicant. 

b) The big specimen will be provided by the Topic Manager. 

c) Two real parts will have to be tested. Approximate dimensions of the big and complex 

specimen are 30x30x80mm and 200x130x90mm 

d) These are small landing gear parts: a special insert and a stop. 

e) 7075 and 7010 alloys will have to be investigated. If good results are reached some tests may 

be conducted on further alloy like 2024 or 6061. 

f) Between 15 and 20 liquids will be tested. There are several types of fuels, hydraulic fluids, 

lubricating oils, common greases, anti-icing, de-icing, cleaning agents, disinfectants, 

extinguishing agent and dry extinguishing agent which will have to be tested. An exhaustive 

list will be communicated to the applicant at the beginning of the project. 

 


